
IN T R 0 D U,C T I 0 N 

REVIEW OF THE PirEVIOUS WORK 

(A) Optical Properties o!.Arc Plasma:-
~ 

(a) Intensities of ·arc plasma spectral linea in 

longitudinal magnetic field: 

A spectroscop-ic ·method is generally preferred to· 

other diagnostic methods _because it does not perturb essen

tially the processes Under investi~ation. It also covers 

substantially a wide range o! investigations• Bur.~ese (1972) 

·cate~orised all the areas and poi~ted out that intera6tions 

between neutra~s~ electrons, ions and photons lead to atomic 
. . . 

proceRses and provide very useful information on the plasma 

state.· In this diagnostic techniqrie spectral lines are so 

selected whose relevant atomic processes are understood and 

for which the excited state contirtui ty equation taking all 

of the collisio:n:al and ·radiative ~rocesses that populate and 

depopulate the states can be obtained. The complexity thus 

obtained in solving the excited state continuity equations 

can be overcome with the help of two· simplifications, one 

weighting the r~lative contributi6n of separate processes 

and another establishing a certair.. type of equilibrium to 

prevai·l inside the discharg-e tube. oy considering dominating 
. . 

particle gain and loss terms. HowHver, the analysis of spect-

ra scapi c diagnostic is generalf.y made convenient by adopting 

the following considerations: 

. I 
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i) The plasma is optically thin. In an optically thin 

plasma, the absorption of radiation is negli~ible. 

Therefore, it is expected that the radiation of 

each individual atom leaves the plasma and contri

butes to the observed intensities •. 

ii) The electron energy distribution is Maxwellian. 

-As in the case of ~low discharf{e in which electron 

temperature (Te)· ?an be ,d~duced from relative inten

sities af spectral lines, it is possible in case 6f 
\ . . . 

arc plasma too. 

Now we shall .briefly state how the spectral line 

intensities· are related· . .with ne ~nd Te; when a plasma 
. . 
exists in LTE there prevails a· unj.quelly specified tempera-

ture for species '(usually the electrons) with the. dominating 

reaction rate. that determines the .velocity distribution func-

. tion and the relevant analysis· of the plasma state becomes 

easier because the local plasma parameters as electron den

sity, electron temperature and composition define the rele

vant· populations. For availing a total LTE, th.e reverse of 

all fast. pro ceases .will be maintained as well as exact balan-

cin~ of total rates for complementary processes will be·intro

duced to take place. rt 'is a~serted that the relaxation times 

(reciprocal of the rates) for the processes concerned should 

be effectively ne~ligibl~ in comp~rison with the characte~is

ti_c times of si.'~nificant variations in local plasma condition8. 

It is admitted that collisional processes play a dominant role 
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in maintaining· LTE than radiative. pro ce-ases as most of plasma 

under usual interest are optically thin to internal radiation 

however, with an exc:eption in the resonance .lines. As a 

result it is obvious thatin true.LTE, collisional deexcita

tion rates should exceed radiative decay rate. It is worth

while to note that the _·en.ergy distribution of every particu

lar type over all kinds of species present irt the gas oqeys 

.. Boltzmann distribution _law in LTE and thereby this relation · 

leads to saha·equation for ionization. In this connection 

Griem (1964) was able· to calculate the ·electron density 

given by 

Yz 

Yte ~ 9 X 10
11 (t.2jx.~)(KTe/J..H) 

with XH the ionization energy :of hydrogen,· E2 the 

( 1 .1 ) 

energy of the first excited lev~l and K is the Boltzmann 

. const~nt. In this criterion Griem _considered the collisional 
. . 

excitation rate is ten times the ~adiative rate for lowest 

excited_ state. Afterwards Hey· (1976) mo~ified it by assuming 

finer values of G~unt !actor appe~ring in collisional exci

tation rat.e coefficient ·and incorporating the effect. of 
. . ' . 

metastable-metastable collision~. · 

Wilson ( 1962) advanced an e'quation for determining 

electron density. ne in LTE as 

( 1 • 2.) . 
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where is the ionisation energy of a tom. Elton ( 1970) 

deduced out of these criteria as 

Y2. 
ne > C ( K T e) X t. ( 1 • 3) 

, where c , the constant approximates 1 .4 x 10 1'3. 

iVhen collisional procepses with electrons which are 

essentially aRsumed to have Maxwellian d.istribution in velo

city space dominate in the rate equations, 'LTE for both 

stationary and spatially homogeneous plasma is believed to 

exist. The principal quantum numbers of states for which 

radiative decay and collisional excitation rates are com

parable often exceed a critical value because cross section~ 

increase rapidly but radiative de.Jay rates decrease with 

principal quantum number. so it is reasonable to relate 

densities in states above the critical level with each 

other and likewise to electron densities as in a system in 

complete LTE, Richter (1968) pointed out that tho~h the 

occupation number for states over this critical level are 

as in LTE with temperature, the ground level is over popu-

lated by a !actor. Consequently the states over the critical 

level is assumed to exist in partial LTE. In this system 

the electron density with quantur:; number p is approx.i-

mated by ~riem (1964) as 

( 1 • 4) 
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here Z is the atomic charge. His ~pproximation is however, 

only valid for hydrogen-ions. Con~idering the other types of 

atoms p is identified as effectiv•3 quantum num_ber of the 

level and defined as 

( 1 • 5) 

where R = Rydberg constant,· '].'~ ,=the ionisation limit 

and Tp = the term value corresponding to lev·el p. 

:Drawin ( 1969) corrected equation ( 1 .4). applyin~ semi

empirical formula for excitation ra-te coeffi·cient and 

Fujimoto '(197~) observed_ that LTE on the basis of a colli-
' ) 

sional radiative model for hydrot~en· ions is identical with 

that established by nriem (1964)o 

Hovrever, in low electron con'centration LTE does not 

prevail. In this .case where· the collisional excitation and 

ionisation are balanced ·by radiative decay and recombination 

re.spectively, it is possible to achieve an equilibrium. This 
! 

kind of equilibrium exists in solar corona and for that it is 

designated as corona equilibrium (CE) model. In CE, the popu

lation is mainly· in the ground state since the population of 

an excited level that can emit spec:tral lines is mainly ~ove

rned by ·collisional- exci.tation and ;spontaneous radiative decay 

but the later is much faster and hence ignored. Wilson (1962) 

gave an approximate criterion ~or d~termination of ~lectron 

density for all excited levels as 

( 1 • 6) 
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Wilson ( 1962) proposed a semi corona ( SC) domain wi.th a 

restrictinn for.levels close to ionisation limit. 

In the .case of 'ions without metastable levels the 

electron density fo·r SC ·domain is proposed as 

.:t·. 
(KTe) -~

CM. ( 1 • 7) 

McWhirter .(1965) also ~ave another criterion forCE but 

Fujimoto (1973) advanced a model known as collisional 

radiative model to interpret CE. It is al~o wortl)while to 

menti6n that when all the above c~iteria do not satisfy 

an actual plasma, all of the cgllisional as well as radia

tive rate processes will be takenfor a level concerned. 

It is also inevitable in dealing with a :transition region 

from SC to partial LTt •. rn thi~ referenc~ Fujimoto (1979) 

made an effort in·. trea tins- the transition throu,csh quasi 

saturation phase by ladder like (stepwise) excitation 

mechanism. 

In addition, for a spectroscopic method a knowled~e 

of electron energy distribution "!.unction denoted by r is 

necessitated as it enters .directl_y in the collision inte

grals. And this function is also ·influenced by the presence 

of -applied magnetic field. A Maxwellian type equilibrium 

velocity distribution is r~ad~ly and rapidly esta"bli

shed by the colj_isional effect-s of free electrons in an 

active plasma. However, an elect~ic field present in the· 

discha,rP,"e condition or el&stic cqllision·s of electrons with 
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other atoms may destroy the equilibrium. The distribution 

function satisfies an equation of continuity in po.sition 

and velocity type. It is recognised as Boltzmann transport 

equation where the rate change of the electron o.ensity is 

equal to the net flow of electrons in an arbitrary volume 

element. The flow in the position s_pace derives from the 

electron velocity whereas in the velocity space it results 

from .its acceleration. out of ·the collision with gas atoms 

and the electron field applied externally. To avoid much 

.mathematical complexity the distribution function is taken 

almost spheri-pally symmetric in ve:.Locity space. 

Thus the Boltzmann equation. taking first two terms 

of an expansion in spherical harmo::lics is solved and in 

practice the distribution function is found numerically. 

when the de~ree of ionisation is hi~h ·enough· it is also 

occasionally found that· solved distribution differs a ;little 

from being r Ma~wellian. However, von-Engel ( 196 5) approxima

ted that the energy distribution or electrons in a gas 

movin~ in an electric field is more or less Maxwellian in 

~eneral. For plasma .withlow·ionisation the s.ocalled non-
. ' I 

Maxwellian interaction: of electrons with other ·parti ole's 

re.sul t in elastic and in ela~ti c colli A ions. Consequently 

en.er~y exchanges take place between charged, excited and 

neutral part~ r.les·. These energy transformations effect 'f' 

the distribution function, since the potential and kinetic 

ener"Sies under~o neutral conversion. Thus the argument that 

inelastic collis~on fo~_only the eiec~rons in the tail of the 

I 
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di stri but ion funotion participate i.h the energy transfer and 

fo~ a low temperature plasma a s~ali part of electrons in 

the tail participate in ener~y exch~~nge led von-En~el ( 1965) 

to assume energy distribution function to be Maxwellian for 

helium fS'as in particular.· 
! 

Elton ( 1970) framed up four eri teria for free 

electrons in plasma to be Maxwellian as 

( 1 .8) 

where for a specific experiment t · , the ener~y relaxa
et3 

tion time for colliding electrons, oust be less than : 

_(i) tff the energy decay time for fpee fre~ pro~esses, 

( ii) ,teh the characteristic elect~on heating time, 

(iii) t part the characteristic cbntainment time for 
I . 

particles and finally t. 1 , the r~laxation time for 1ne 

electron impact includinJS atomic processes such as exci

ta~ion, ionisation etc •. When the ell3ctron density is too 
-

hiP,"h to fulfil_the criteria (1.8), ~~he radiations from 

plasma also increase. Griem (1964) enunciated that the most 

laboratory plas.mas that emit enow,h liP,"ht for spectrosco- . 
I 

pic investigations are suffieiently dense and long lived. 

· The velocity distribution of· electrons is closely Maxwellian 

at any instant of time and at any p~>.int in space. 
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Now we .-are in a position to. discuss how the spectral 

line intensities related with electron temperature and 

its dEmsi ty and subjected to an external longitudinal mag

netic field are affected. It was experimentally observed by 

·probe meth.od that at least in _longitudinal magnetic field 

electron energy distribution is nearly Maxwellian .(e.~. 

Bickerton and von-En~el (1956) for helium in 600 G. field, 

Vorobjeva et al (1971) for pure mercury in 800 6e field). 

When lonr;i tudinal ma,~netic field is. applied to a 

plasma column it chan~es the axial electron density and 

electron temperature. As we have discussed earlier inten

. si ties depend o:p theRe parameters :::.nd in presence of a 

ma!snetic field there is a change i;:, intensities. In all 

modes of insertion of field· viz. l(tngi tudinal, transverse-

and rotational, enhancement of int~msi ties have been observed 

with quantitative and qualitative ~ifference_, however., 

For a very limited extent of lon~i tud-inal maa,neti c 
I 

field Rokhlin (19,9) studied the iBtensity distribution of 

spectral lines of mercury ( P = 1a···) torr, i = 1.5 - 4 A) 

and observed that the line- intensi·!;ies of mercury plasma 

gradually -in crease and after a ttaiJ::ing maxima gradually 
. 

decrease~ Takeyama and Take~aki (1968) carried on an experi-

ment on emission enharicement of Feveral Hei and Heii linee 
; 

in a helium plasma ( P = a· o 4 - 4 tr:·rr) irt longitudinal mag

netic field (H ~ 6 KOe) and predi:;ted that the enhancement 

factor is independent of pressure at least for the range of 
/, 
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pressure investi~ated. Rickett-s ( 19-70) observed an increase 

of intensities of ar~on spectral lines for an ~rgon ring 

discharge' in longitudinal magnetic fields. 

Forrest and Franklin (1966)iput forward a theory 

re~arding the behaviour of low pressure plasma column of 

arc discharge in longi_tudinal ma~rtic field and estimated 

the li~ht emission profile out of its radial component. 

Franklin (1976) gave a theoretical model and reported a 

contraction of radial column. He~de and Ghosh (1979) 

observed that spectral line intenf!ities of Rei and Heii 

of a helium glow discharge (p = 5 x 10-3 -torr) in longi

tudinal magnetic field ( H ~ 700 Oe) increase and after 

attaining maxima sli~htly decrease- with the -increasing 

magnetic field. In this context He~de and rrhosh ori~inated 

the colliRional radiative model ( CRM) for helium for a 

quanti_tativ:e understanding of the ;phenomena. In this model 

-it was shown that collisional radi.ative ionisation is gene

rally balanced by. collisional radi
1
ative. recombination of. 

chargf:ld particles~ In active disch:arges however, collisional 

ionisation is balanced by ambipolar diffusion to the discharge 

tube wall and recombination_ in thei bulk is taken as negligi

ble. Subsequently Hedg·e and f}hosh .(1979)'calculated that the 
. ' 

collisional radiative recombination coefficie11t is very small. 

Allen (1966) and Pinnington (1966) independently 

carried. on an investigation on enhancement phenomenon for 

ionic lines ~ut of intere~t for observing Zeeman splitting. 
I 
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They found that the ioriic line intensities are enhanced 

relatively by a far~tor of 150 times than the atomic linee 

in the magnetic. field. It should, however, be noted .that 

these investigators used non-uniform sources wherein radia-

tion cr~ated at the central hot region is observed in the 

outer cooler re~ion and therefore, ·self reversal of the 

atomic resonance lines ~ay occur. i. 

Rocca, Fetzer and Collins (1981) studied the effect 

of an axial magnetic field upto 800 rt in an argon HCD 

(hollow cathode discharges) by making measurement~ of the 

spontaneous emiasion in~ensity fro~ a vari~ty of neutral 

and ionised levels selectin~ high purity graphite as cathode 

for its low sputterin~ yield. They:measured line intensi

ties of selected spectral lines fo~ Ar I and Ar II at 

2.5, 2, 1.5 and 1 torr: The intens~ty of the sponteneous 

emission in the Ar II was observed.as a function of the 

mar~ne.ti c field with the current density as parameter (up to 
' ) 

80 mA/cm 2 ). They observed that ion.transition displayed a 

significant decrease of.the spontaneous emission intensity 

with increasing magnetic field. But for variation of the 

emission intensity of Ar I the neutral argon transition 

is not much sensitive to the magnetic field strength. They 

. concluded that. an axial mar;netic f<ield in an argon hollow 

cathode discharge decreases the po:;mlation of Ar II levels, 

but the population of· Ar I excited·levels which-are nearly 

saturated at low current densities:is insignificantly altered• 
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In a spectroscopic study of plasma parameters of a 

hi.r;h current vacuum arc in .an axial ma~netic field it Wa.s 

observed by Schellekens (1983) that the interaction of the 

particles in the arc is collisional and the pressure built 

up in the arc m~y be influenced· si~nificantly by ion

neutral friction. 

In this laboratory sen and Sadhya (1986) studied 

the enhancement of spectral_ intensities of mercury triplet 

lines in longitudinal ma~netic fie1do In their observation 

the triplet radiations coming out from the axial part of 

positive column of the low pressure mercury arc dischar~e 

are found to be increased in presence of the axial magne...: 

tic field (0- 2000 ~). For_a fixed arc current they 

plotted a curve between. IH ·I I, wh~3re IH and I are 

intensi.ties of radiation with and without ma-<;"netic field 

versus magnetic field and found that it increases, with the 

increase of magnetic field thereaf~er passing through a 

broad maxima, decreases very slowly. They however observed 

that (IH I Imax ) values-are not the same for.three linea 

i.nve~Stigated. It is noteworthy tha~ when a positive column 

is subjected to a magnetic ~ield there occurs a coupled 

variation of axial density ne(O). and electron temperature 

Te where Te is considered t.o be, uniform over the cross 

sectional plane of the arc tube. G,l3nerally n
9 

( 0) . increases 

whereas; 're decrear.es in lon.n:itudipal mn.gnetic field. flpectral 

intenPi ty enhan.cement is dependent. on ne(O) and Te. Sen and 

Sadhya (1986) 6ate~orically pointed out that since all the 
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three lines ori,'Sinate from a single upper energy level, their 

dependence on ne(O) as well as Te should be the same and 

it should result in the same rate of radiation enhancement 

for the three lines. As discussed earlier, their finding 

showed quite a different situation. To interpret the results 

they considered a third parameter, self-absorption (when 

the plasma is not optically thin) which ~s different for 

different lines and hence of much importance in the process 

of enhancement of intensity. They also provided another 

support from an observation by Les and-Niewodniczauski 

(1961) where the intensity ratios of the visible triplets 

of mercury atoms differed widely dependin~ on the condition 

of the source. It was explained by the phenomena of reabsorp-
. · (1D86). · 

tion of the lines. seri and SadhyaL quanti ta ti vely estimated 

and enunciated that as self absorption affected the intensity 

of spectral lines and was· stron~ly ·coupled to the _populati~n 

of lower levels, the enhRncement factor in the pres_ence of 

magnetic field sho_uld d~pend on population denAities of 

1ower levels of the lines.· 

It is well known that .when "there is an appreciable 

self-ab~orption the spectral intensity 

upper· enert:SY level U and lower one 1. 
's'adhya ( 1986)) as 

IUL of a line with 

is givep (Aen and 

~ , . R . , . 

Iw_- Const.Am J._nucr{J d(Y) exf+~(Y)iJ J n~.li')d~}]J,. ( 1 .9) 
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where 'Y1m("}?) are the local number denf'!ities of the upper 

radiating level- and lower level a~ a function of position 

(radial profile), Aut is the.~ransition probability of 

the spectral line and cA. (Y) 

e·mission profile · J d_(Y)di>= 1 

is the normalif'!ed spectral 
I 

• The fraction of the emi-

tted line intensity which arrives at the detector after 

tra versin~ the medium from position "P ·is given as 
-

exp { ~ 15" t?>b>) J nt (1') dr} < 1 .1o l 

where D is the absorption cross-r.ection per atom at the 

line centre, irrespective of r a:ld J3(--;) is the line 

profile of absorption normalised to unity at the line centre 

~('Y0)= 1 and r = 0 at· the centre of the dischar~e. If 

theieU:s :o 6::::~p;:n lnut(r) rro(y d~ J dT 

+o0 . 

as j cJ... ( Y) d)) the normal i ::; ed_ 

emission ·profile i~ .'unity 

R 

I~ = canst. Am S 1lu(1") dr. 
. -R 

(1.11) 

. (1.12) 

After Vriens et al ( 1978) a:rtd Uvarov and Fabrikant 

(1965), sen and' Sadhya (1986) considered that the excited 

mercury atom distribution function across the cross-sec.tion 

of the arc tube beinP,' nearly parabolic and put forward a 

simplied expression as 

I
o 
Ul = canst. Au1. ~ Tiu(O) :R. (1.13) 
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where n (0) is the aY.ial number densities of radiat:i,.n.rr. 
u 

atoms. Takin~ the role of self-absorption into account they 

defined the spectral intensity as 

(1.14) 

where As is the self-absorption quantity (number) of a 

spectral line. Taking the effect of magnetic field they 

~ave an expreasion as 

(1- As) H [ nu(o)] H 

(1- As) [ Tiu(O)] 
(1.15) 

and estimated self absorption assumin~ distribution of the 

radiating and absorbin~ atoms in the same manner as 

(1.16) 

Sen and sadhya considered that the emission and 

absorption profiles are identical and gauasian in nature. 

It is relevant here to note that it is the outcome of 

Doppler broadeinp; of spectral line :intensities where all 

othe~ broadenin~ of spectral line intensities are i~nored 

in comparison. With a solution for a r;aussian profile of 

emi seion and absorption by Mo sber~ and Wilkie ( 1978) 

+~ n 1 

J d.. (y) p ('Y) cl y ::. _. __ 
Y.l + 1 

-o() 

they expressed a quantitative formu1ation 
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") 

where y = r/R. Values of Yl.t (0) /.> 

(1.17) 

are calculated utili-

sin~ Forrest and Franklin's (1969) equations by Sadhya and 

Sen (1980). In that paper they utilised the values of the 

g:i.. ven by Johnson e t al collision inte,c;ral. ( Q.i.j U) 
(1973) to calculate the values of 

n 2 (o) the population d.ensi ties of· 

the axis of their arc tube. 

n
1 

( 0) and 

levels at 

AE;ain \) the cross-section of absorption at the line 

centre (when only Doppler broadeninr; is considered) is 

given as 

(1.18) 

where is the classical electron radius, c is the 

lifSht velocity, f .lu and ]\ ul are the absorption 

oscillator strew;;th and the waveleng-th of transition res-

pectively, M the mass of the mereury atom, the 

inner wall temperature and K is the Boltzmann constant. 

They calculated the values of D with help o! eqn.(1.18) 

takin~ the f values from Gruzdev (1967). These results 

and the values of K = ·o is the 

absorption co-efficient of· radiati;>n at the line centre 

are bein~ reproduced in table 1.1 



f Gruzdev( 1967) 

cr (cm 2 ) 

Ko ( cm-1) 

5461 

0.14 

6.5 X 10-12 

Oo07)5 
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Table·1.1 

4358 

Oo11 

4.077 X 10-12 

0 •. 0938 

They obtained finally an expression 

1/2. 

where f = ~ Tf~C [ 2~n'O.l R 

and R is the tube radius. 

4047 

0.10 

3 • 44 X 10-.1 2 

0.1348 

(1.19) 

( 1 • 20) 

As the electron temperature decreases and electron 

density alonn; the axis increases whEm mercury are is inserted 

in a lon.o,-itudinal mar~netic field, eqn. (1.19), therefore, in-

dicates that the intensities of spectral lines will chann;e 

in the ma~netic field but will be d1minished by self absorp-

tion for increases with H. The effects will 

however, be different for ~he spectral lines because f, 

and [n1 (o) JH are different for them. They considered the 

where all the chan~es are 

hi-~h ma(;netic field (H = 1500 r'r) 

saturated . [h. ( 0 )HJ )) nl. ( 0 ~ 
dischar~e in sufficiently 
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Since relative population of the 13xci ted levels alwaye~ 

obey a Boltzmann distribution with Te as temperature 

(Ritcher, 1968) and eqn. (1.19) was modified as 

( 1 .21) 

where E'.h are ener~ies of the ~espective levels. 

They· verified eqn. (1.21) f~om experimental data and on 

the assumption that the spectral .J.ine intensities are 

~overned by the self absorption factor which was 

different for the three lines in a ma~netic field. 
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Intensities of arc plasma linea in transverse 

magnetic field o 

The effects of tra~sverse magnetic field on the 

radiation of constricte~ dischar.g-e.in hydrogen, helium, 
' 

ni tro~en, neon and mercury were investigated by Kulkarni 

(1944). Kallas and Chaika'(1969) irivesti~ated the inten-

si ties of emission lines. from d. c., discharg~s in neon and 

neon helium mixtures su·bjected to a. constant ma~netic . . 

field upto 30 gauss and· __ found a slow increase in the line 

intensity with increase of ma0netio field. They attributed 

this change to atomic ali:~nment. While carrying on a study 

of the hallow cathode discharge ina magnetic field Pacheva 

and Zhechev ( 1971 ) observed the eftect of the magnetic 

field on the spectral line intensity on the helium discharg'e 

with an aluminium cathode. 

sen, Das· and n.upta .. ( 1972) o·bserved th.at spectral 

l;ine intensities in p;low dischar~e. increase and after 

paRsing throu~~ a maximum.decrease,with the increase in 

.transverse mag'neti c field •. The authors provided a ·quanti:.. 

tative' explanation of t:h~ phenomen?n aasumin~ a coupled 

.chan~e of plasma parameters utilisi.n~ .Beckmann's. (1948) 

analysis. 

Ose and Rothbard t .( 1973) investi ;a ted the effect 

of a. local transverse ma~etic field on correlation pro

perties of variable li~~t. ·emission
1 
from low current dis

charge in. ar.g'on at-low pressure. They utilised an analo~ous 
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method whereby the spatial correlation functions were 

obtained directly by averagipg the signals from the pho

tomultiplier tube circuit. They found that with increasing . . . 

field stren~th, the self-excited . travelling stri :2 a tiona 
. . . 

are suppressed at first, but then stochastic disturbance~ 

are observed showing a very small correlation length in 

the di~ection of the tube diameter with a periodically 

decaying correlation in the axial direction. 

Ikee and Takayama (1975) measured spectral line 

inten~i ties emitted from helium diBcharge in a magnetic 

field for 2 1 s ..;. n 1 P, 2 1 P - n 1s, 21 P-n 1n, 23 s-n3P, 23P-n3s 

and 23P-n3D series upto a principal quantum number n == 10 

and obtained the population densi t;Les of the excited state~. 

They calculated the electron tempe~ature and electron den

sity with the help o!_Saha- Boltzaann equation since the 

states are in thermal equilibrium ;for· n ).. 5 • Pasternak 

and O!fenberger (1975) carried out: a spectroscopic investi

.g~tion in a hi~h density d.c. argon a~c plasma and measured 

the plasma parameters. From Dopplet boardening and Zeeman 

line spli ttin~ the ion tem-perature: was very accurately 

measured. 
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An experimental study of .radial distribution 

of spectral line intensity emitted from a cylindrical 

di sc~arge tube was studied by T~keza~i ( 1977). He 

showed that the ma~etic field enhances the inten-

si ties of all spectral ·lines except A 5852 i. He 

showed,that as the magnetic field was increased 

from O.K gauss to 1.8 K.gauss, t:ne· population den-
1 . '3 3 

sities of '3P D2 , '3P D2 and 3P· n3 are increased. 

He moreover, studied the total line intensities and 

radial di.stri bution of gas temperature as a fWlction 

of the field stren;sth and pressure. 

I. 
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(c) Recombination phenomena in afterg~ow p~asma 

An electron ion· recom .. bination is a very important 

reaction for a parti~ly ionised gas. In general two mecha

nisms dominate in the loss-side of charged particles conti

nuity equ~tions-

i) the ambipolar diffusion loss and (ii) a volume 

recombination loss. The charged particles in the volume 

of the plasma- container .diffuse by ambipolar diffusion away 

to the discharfSe t.ube viall where they recombine and conse

qu.ently turn into ground states of neutral atoms in the 

plasma. The char~ed particles in the bulk of the plasma may 

too recombine t~rou~h any of several possible mechanisms 

with the oppositely charged ·partic~es where they create 

neutral particles either in excit~d or in ground stateao 

In an afterglow plasma, the loss d1fe to. ambipolar diffusion 

of charged particles which is directly proportional to the 

ratio of electron temperature to ion temperature decreases 

if the electron temperature enerva·t;es to a value correspond

ing to the ion temperat~re. Therefore, recombination reaction 

of ambipolar diffusion type dominates over in the condition 

iike a hi~h gas pressure or a large discharge container. 

In the afterglow plasma where ionisation processes 

are absent the macroscopic recombination co-efficient ~ 

is defined as 

dne· 
dt 

I. 

( 1 • 22) 
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where n and n. are the concentrations of electrons 
e J. 

and ions (with which the electronr; are .recombining) res-

pectively. When an elRctron recomb:Lnes with an atomic or 

molecular ion, recombination energ? defined as the sum of 

internal energ,y of the ion and kinr3tic· energy of electron 

is liberated. The ability of the system to dispose this 

excees liberated energy determines the probability of 

occurance and dominance of recombination phenomena. 

McDaniel (1964), Massey and Gilbody (1974) analysed 

electron - ion recombination with ·the help of separate 

reactions namely radiative, dielectronic, three body co-

llisional and dip.f3ociative recombinations on the basis of 

principles for conservation in.linear and angular momenta. 

In a radiative recombination a photon 't' carries 

off the energy liberated out of re~ornbination of electron 
+ 

e and an ion I 

reaction equation as 

+ 

• This mechanism can be defined by a. 

e+ I ----7 I+ "t' (1.23) 

In a diel8ctronic recombination the excess liberated 

energy is used to excite the neutrill atom in which two 

elect:rons are sirnul taneously exci t8d; and the energy of 

the rGPulting doubly excited atom :Lies above the series 

limit which is energetically unsta.Jle. However, it will be 

stabilised by the emission of a phiJton in a transition to 
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a relatively lower stable state as 

+ -+-+ 
e+I ---7 I > 

+ 
I +, \.fl (1.24) 

In three body recombination phenomena a third body 

participated in collision and carries off the recombinati~n 

energ~r in the form of its increased kinetic energy. The 

case in which the third body is an electron is distinguished 

because it 'has small mass compared. with other particles, and 

the reaction is 

e + 
+ 

I + e ) I + e (1.25) 

And the case where the third b~dy is some heavy particle is 

defined as 

+ 

e + I + -X~I+ X ( 1 • 26 ) 

The above process involving neutrals as third body becomes 

significant at sufficiently high gas pressure though the 

energ~r is taken av.ray from an electron much more effectively 

b~r ions than by the neutrals. At crdinary gas pressures 

however, this type of reaction becomes much slower. 

For an effect~ve process where the electrons recom

+ bine with a molecular ion r 2 , recombination energy is used 

for dissociating the molecule and for increasing the kinetic 

energ.)' of. resulting products. The iissociative recor:!lbination 

process is represented ~y the reaction equation as 

(1.27) 
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where ~e is the kinetic ener,c;y c)f the products. Durin~ 

.the course of .this process the el~c~ron under collision with 

molecular ion is captured to the autoioni sa tion state. In 

this state the interactinP,' fo.rce of atoms causes them to 

·move apart as the force· is repulsive. ·If the· autoionisa tion 

level does not have the time to decay while the atoms move 

·apart to certain distance,. the· consequence is a stable 

state of the dissociative particles. 

Bates and Massey ( 1947) SUP,'-;ested for a system where 

the molecular ions are chiefly ion'ised particles that the 

observed recombination accounts fo-r rapid dissociative re

combination. Bates ( 1950) put forward a theoretical deduc-

tion for the di sse cia ti ve re com bin1a tion and analysed the 

problem as a two· states process; that the excited unstable 
. ., 

molecule is formed first whose con·sti tuents then move apart 

under the action of their mutual repulsive ~nteraction 

thereby preventinP,' autoionisation •. The mathematical deri-

vation for dissociative recombination coefficient o\ was 

made with the help of the Frank Condon principle in terms 

of the autoionisation life time. 

In a semiclassical formaliE:m Warke (1966) deduced 

the rate of dissociative electron capture by the oxyP,"en 

molecular ion. Bauer and Wu (1956) estimated .the cross 

section of 'dissociative recombination for hydrogen molecular 
. (1966) - . . 

ions whereas WilkinsLcalculated tr;e same in a Born approxi-

mation. For calculatin~ the value of dissociative recombi

nation coefficient Watson (1975) Jiut forward a theoretical 

/ 

' 
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model. The precise computation for any particular ion is 

extremelv intricate and difficult to do, in as much as an 
~ . 

abinitio calculation needs detailed knowled~e of the wave 

functions of all the molecular as well as atomic levels of 

the ~iven reaction and also their potential energy curves 

with the k~owled~e of ionisation probabilities as bein~ a 

function of i~ter-nuclear separation of atoms. Smirnov 

(1977) unfolded other hindrances of this complicated pro-

cess uniquely. The number of autoior.,isation levels is lar~e, 

sometimes it becomes infinite and recombining molecular ion 

may belori~ to excited vibrational levels and this fact 

affects the value of d... too. The magnitude of d-. actually 

rests on the ionic particles which participated in the re

combination processi even tho~~h it 1 is possible to cate~o

rise the order of ma~nitude of ~· for each of the related 

pro c,ess. Mitchner and KrUP,"ar ( 197'3 )", computed the ma~rii tude 

of all the types of recombination reactions at room tempera-

ture. 

The indep~ndent reaction process in recombination are 

not physically realisable. In P,'eneral these mechanisms are 

coupled. Bates, Kin,csston and McWhir':;er (1962) demonstrated 

a coupling picture for the descript~~on of the recombination 

mechanism. The authors analysed tha::; the loss mechanism in 

very tenuous plasma ·is generally re:~erred as radiative re

combination whereas three body elec~tron collisional recom

bination may be related to the loss)mechanism in very dense 

plasma. The two rnechani8ms are actually the two limitin~ 
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ca~es for a more general loss mechanism cate~orised as a 

collisiona-l radiative recombination by Bates, Kingston and 

McWhit.er (1962). Since the loss comes out from the combi-

nation of interacting collisional and radiative processes 

of ionisation, recombination, excitation and de-e:r::citation 

in a decaying plasma, the sum of the two limitin,r; cases is 

not the total loss. In a statistica.l treatment a quanti ta-

ti ve result for cA CR ·is obtained where o( CR iA the 

reDombination coefficient for collisional and radiative 
' 

process.· It is also worthwhile to note .that in_a decayin~ 

plasma molecular ions can not be identified to be present 

but the recombination may be· of oolliRional radiative type. 

The ma-;ni tude of d-. was calculated for both atom and ion 

species viz. hydro,o;en and helium. F•)r _other species the 

exac.t computation becomes much comp:Licated for larfSe number 

of complicated excited levels and for a- deficiency of know

ledge for their re~pective cross se~tions. 

With the knowledge of electron concentrations and 

other relevant parameters in a plasma as a. function of time 

after withdrawing the energisinP,' so·J.rce the electron ion re-

combination coefficient· is found in most measurements. In 

many conditions of these experiments so far, the electron 

temperat~re i~ taken as same as the ~as temperature, but in 
' 

some other events it is ~ept hi~her throu~h application of 

auxiliary hea.tinP,- of electrons,· as with,the help of micro-

wave pulse. 
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Biondi and Brown ( 1949) .made use of the microwave 

method for determinin~ the value of ~ for helium. The 

detailed experimental apparatus was·also described by. 

Biondi (1951). In this technique, a hi~h purity ~as is 

introduced at the dBsired pTessure in a.cylindrical quartz 

bottle placed within a cylindrical microwave cavity. With 

the help of a microwave pulse from a magnetron a pulsed 

dischar~e is ~enerated which -in turn chanp;es the resonant 

frequency of the cavity. It is then obvious that with the 

help of spatial distribution of the electrons absolute 

value for average electron· concentration may be calculated 

from measured frequency shift durin~ an afterglow.· 

In an afterP,'low plasma with the conditions that 

- and at t = o,· ne - ni n = n ( 0 ) , the so 1 u.t ion of e o . 

the equation turns out as 

1 + ~t 
( 1 • 28) 

where the reciprocal of the number :.concentration is some 

l_inear function of time with slope !d-. • Therefore, the 

value of o( can easil~!, be cal culi'l. ted from the loss rate 

of the charP,'e species. In a loss me!~hanism where ambipolar 

diffusion ·dominates, deca~r rate of· ::::harP,"ed species is some 

exponential function. It is also dWLy noted that the accu-

rat·e value of · o( is really diffi<!ul t to measure as 

other loss mechanisms like diffusi0n and attachment (not 

always) are present and as there is a fair possibility of 

electron .PrC?d uction after primary d,i scharge in withdrawn. 
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n.ray a·nd Kerr ( 1962) provid€~d a non-line8:_r differen

tial equation for a loss mechanism'in after~low plasma con

siderin£S both- diffusion and recombtnation processes so 

that 

( 1 • 29 ) 

where Da is the ambipolar diffusj_on coefficient. Gray and 

Kerr (1962) obtai-ned the. numerical analysis for different 
- . 

conditions viz. initial electron concentration distri bu-

tion, cavity fillin~ factor and ra~io of _recombination 

loss rate to diffusive loss rate ~ and for both spheri-

cal and infinite cylindrical (without boundary effects) 

.;eometries. The equation (1.29) wa:J also solved by Oskam 

( 1958) for infinite _plane parallel geometry as well as by 
I 

Frammhold, Biondi and Mehr ( 1968) :ror geometries of cylind
! 

rical symmetry. 

Thow;h a number of experim.ents in measuring th.e value 

of d._ was made, in relatively few cases the criteria appea

red to have been fulfilled properly. For a fair determination 

of , the focus should be on the conditions listed 

below: 

1.) , The losses due to attachmen:t of species should be 

comparably small. · 

ii) The diffusive-loss rate ~ : .should be lar~e in the 

prevailing condition. 

iii) Electron ener.r;y distributio:-:1 should be an effectively 

stationary one otherwise an~lysie becomes much comp

licated. 
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iv) Sin.c;l e type ions should he present t'o satisfy the 

assumption that.. ne equals to n 1 • 

v) Electrons should be in thermal equilibrium with P,"as 

molecules. 

'vi) All the loss mechanisms should depend on electron 

temperature explicitly. 

If the identity of tho ions under recombination 

is not known properly, only· the value of ~ does not give 

any meaningful picture of its.type. The direct identifica

tion\may be obtained by mass specitrometric probing or by 

spectroscopic observation of afterglow plasma. 

Mohler ( 1937) determined the value of d.. for mer-

cury vapour. The electron density·. was measured after with

drawing _an intense di,rect curr-ent, discharge in. mercury at 

0.27 torr pressure •. -oZ was ,meaBured to be 2.3 x 1o-10 

cm~/sec~ with Te in.the afterglow plasma of the order of 

.2000°K. Mierdel ( 1943.) observed that the decay rate of 

electron concentration und·er similar conditions indicate~ 

~n ambipolar diffusibn tipe elect~on loss rather than re

combination. Dandurand and Holt ('1951) investi~ated the 

electron removal mechanisms in afterglow plasma·of mercury 

by microwave technique and observ~d the visible and adja

qent ultraviolet light intensity ~nd· spectrum by 'Sated photo

multipler arran:=~ement. They however, substantiated that the 

rate of electron concentration-~ecay is measure~ at hi.c;her 
' . 

pressure by attachment whereas at lower p;ressure by ambi-

polar diffusion. In the hi~h pressure discharge, some recom

bination is present and probably ~ccounts for the line spect-

rum in after.o;low. Corresponding to Te around 2000°K, the 

\ 
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value of a( was calculated to be 5 X 10-9 am3/sec. In our 

investi.c;ation the result however t;as peen re~arked to .. be 

complex for the presence of metastable atoms in a mercury 

afterP,"low. He pointed out that el~ctron production and its 

removal in ~ases of large molecular weiP,"hte are complicated 

because electron mi~ht not attain thermal equilibrium with 

the ~as durin~ after~low measurem~nts. This hindrance was 
. . 

removed. by addin~ helium ·in mercury to reduce the electron 

ener~y decay time and mea8urements could be ·made of the 

behaviour of thermal electrons in a mercury mixture. Helium 

behaves like a recoil gas and keeps Da , the diffusion co

efficient very small but leads t6 only a small rate of ne~a

tive ion formation out of attachment. In such a mixture for 

an after,r;low, the charP,ed particle population consiRts ex

clusively of ions because ionisati{on potential for helium 

' _(rare gas) is higher than that of ;'.Dercury. With the help of 

a reaction 

+ + 
Hg + Hg + · He ---7 Hg 2 + B;e . 

( 1 • )0) 

it is shown that atomic mercury ions are converted into 

respective molecular ions and the ;reaction takes place at 

a rate 140 (p p 1 Hg ' He ) sec- • In .r:-ela ti vely hi.r;h pressure 

di:scharge, these molecular ions re1combine with electrons 

and the value of dissociative recombination coefficient of 

Hg~ ions with electrons at 400°K is 5.5 x 10~7. em)/ sec. He 

also observed in the discharP,"e at pressure 1.0 torr that the 

electron density decay curve shows; increasin~ evidence of 

recombination processes. 
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Baibulatov (1966) carried on an investi.r;ation on the 

deionisation mechanism of a mercur~r plasma and noted that 

when the ener~isin.c; field is·withdrawn, the production of 

new ion pair effectively stops and charc;ecl. particle density 

then decreases. upto a finite but st:1all value. For a mercury 

plasma at pressures from 0.01 to 0~1 torr, deionisation 

occurs both thro~~h the diffusion mechanism of ion elect-
' 

ron ~as towards the walls of the dischar~e tube and throu~h 

the reduction of the electron temperature out of inevitably 

inelastic electron scatterinP,"s. 

Nishikawa, Fujie and Suita (1971) carried on an 

investi~ation on the atomic collis:Lon processes in a flow-

ing afterglow maintained by d.c. d~scharge with the help 

of triple ~robe and optical measur~ments. They noticed 

that the reduction in mercury line. inten~itios is much 

faster close to the dischar.c;e sour,~e whereas it becomes 

slower at diBtances somewhat apart. from the source. This 

rapid reduction in intensities close to the source may be 

ascribed to the electron attachment process thereby pro-

ducinr; temporary ne.~ative ions by ;c-eaction 

( 1 .31) 

From the reduction in m etasta bl e a ·:;om concentration some-

what apart from the source, the diffusion coefficient and 

the rate at which metastable atoms are chano;ed into meta

stable molecules are found with help of drawing ,c;raphs. 

The ma.c;nitude of oZ. was found to be 3.7 :x 10-7 cm3/sec- 1 , 

1.5 times smaller than that of Biondi (1953). This disaP,"

reem en t was ascri beet for compara tivel3r hi~h electron 
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temperature (0.12 eV) with respect to that in-the after~low 

reported by Biondi. The reaction for the formation of mole-

cular ions is given by 

+ + 
H~ + 2 HP,' - ------7 Hg 2 + Hg 

Aubrecht, Whitcomb, An<krson and Picket·t ( 1966) investigated 

on a short duration after~low of an r.f. dischar~e in mer

cury at different P,"as temperature from 333°K to 488°K and 

~nferred that the inten~dty enhancement of mercury atomic 

lines in the after~low of r.f. dischar~e are formed by 

ionisation collisions between metastable mercury atoms. 

The decay is produced predominantly by ion electron recom-

bination in the volume. It was observed that at hi-~her 

temper at ur e ( ~ 468°K) molecular bands appear and atomic /) 

line "intensity decreaseG more rapidly. Me Courbray (1954) 

investi ~a ted on an after.o;low plasma in mercury· vapourthe 

persistence time of A 4850 .R and A 3350 .R bands spect-

roscopica~ly. They found that 6 3P atoms·are converted into 
0 

metastable diatomic HP,"2 molecules thro~o;h three body colli

sion involvin~ two normal atomso They obtained the value for 

diffusion coefficient of metastable atoms but did not measure 

the electron densitv decav rate. 
v "" 

The two ;roups of workers F;r-ammhold, Biondi and 

Mehr ( 1968) and Orr;ram, Chang,", Ho bi3on ( 1980) measured T e as 
\ 

a function of d-. by rni crowave te c~1nique in neon and kryp-

ton respectively. In the experi~en·t electrons do not relax 

to o;·as temperature durin.q; the afte:r-~~lows, on the contrary 

the temperature is maintained by m;icrowave heatin.q; steadily. 

Since Te is increased, ambipolar: diffusion is also raised. 
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It was however, noticed that if eaeh molecule in excited 

state dissociateo before autoionisation can occur then the 

initial capture step is rate limitin~ and a variation of as 

T -0.5 is found. If however, stabiJ.isation of reaction by 
e 

dissociation mechanism is rate limitin~ then a dependence 

as T - 1 • 5 is predicted. e 

It has been assumed so far that a macmeti c field 

does not influence the value of d.. • Kuckes et al (1961) 

investi.csated recombination process in helium afterglow in 

a B-I stellarator. It was observed that the loss is inde

pendent of ma~netic field between 2.9 to 3.5 kilo~auss and 

the inten~d ty of light arisin,c; from the recombinin~ helium 

atoms is,proportional to the elect~on loss rate which is 

independent of pressure and ma.r;netic field. 

Knechtli and Wada ( 1961) measured recombination co

efficient for a hi.r;hly ionised quiescent plasma. of cesium in 

conjuilction with a superimpbsed stE!9.dy ma·;netic field of 

1500 gauss. They desi~ned the experiment not to study the 

ma~netic field · effect on ~ but to realise its suita-

bili~y in the study of plasma parameters and identify the 

type of its recombination mechanism. They however showed the 

value of o<.. to be substantially lower than its literature 

value. They explained this disagCreement on the assumption 

that th~ probability of formin~ molecular ions leadin~ to 

dissociative recombination is very ,slow and radiative or 

three body recombination which has a slower rate than disso

ciative recombination may possibly be the loss mechanismu 
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D'Angelo and Rynn (1961) carried some investi~ation 

on quiescent plasma of both -cesium and potassium in a Q -

machine where 'Cs' and 'K' plasma are ~enerated through 

surface ionisation by impin~in~ Cs and K atom from an 

atomic beam oven on a hot tun~sten plate. They observed in 

currentless plasma that the particle diffusion depends on 

perpendicularly applied ma~netic field (H ~ 9.0 kilogauss) 
1 

as on and pointed out that the three body collisional 

radiative coefficient remains constant irrespective of ma~-

netic field. 

Fowler (1978) searched for a possible dependence of 

recombination on ma.c;netic field and su~~ested that the 

experiments of D' An~elo and Rynn in Cs- and K-quiescent . . 

plasma in molecular nitro~en gas wh~ch were desi~ned to 

disapprove Bohm diffusion may instead have shown the effect 

of ma~netic effect on recombinatiqn. Fowle'r ( 1978) ar~ued 

that the low an~ular momentum overlap between plane waves 

and orbital wave functi·ons makes el~ctronic recombination 

such an improbable mechanism; and tne rapid decrease that 

electron cyclotron radii _ under go ;in a magnetic field . 

might be expected to improve this s~tuation severely, parti

cularly for recombination process irt the Rydber~ states. In 

fact the phenomenon is hidden in ordinary discharge after

~low experiments at the moderate pressure ( ~ 1 torr) which 

rarely permit states to exist much ~bove n (quantum numbe!) 

= 20, below which· H must be greater than 200 tesla to 
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to 0 bserve a chan.c;e. The beam plasm::~. experiments conducted 

at pressure from 1o-6 to 10-'3 torr would have permitted the 

states for which n rv 200, and have easily been affected 

at 0.1 to 1 .0 tesla fields ·applied. On analysin.~ the data 

of the experiment by D' An~elo and Rynn's, Fowler ~ave an 

expression of oZ in conjunction of ma~netic field for Cs 

and K quiescent plasma as 

~ ~ 5 X 10-18 + (3 X 10-34 p + 4.8 X 10-17 ) H 

(1.33) 

with p, the pressure in 

tion in tesla •. 

m- 3 and H, the ma~etic indue-

Kurkin and Shashkov (1983) investigated the roles of 

recombination ionisation in the dev~lopment of ·instabili~y 

in a discharge after the pump sourc~ is withdrawn. The 

recombination ionisation would lead to a non-self-sustainin~ 

current produced by bulk ionisation.in the dischar~e P,"ap 

shortly after the pump source is switched off. The authors 

observed only a decayinr:; current which was associated with 

plasma decay in the weak field over times 1 - 10 ms above 

which there is no appreciable ionisation under their expe

rimental conditi~ns. However, they did not detect the 

instability developed. 
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(B) Electrical Properties of Arc Plasma 

(a) Arc Plasma in Axial Ma~netic Field: 

Some investi~ation on a law pressure mercury arc 

subjected to a variable axial ma.-.,-netie· field had been per

formed by Tonks (1939) and by Cumm.in·-.,-s and Tonks (1941). 

Tonks ( 19'39) pointed out that an a:x:ial ma-snetic field 

leaves the point to point electron concentration unaltered 

and does not chan~e the relative potential across the cross 

section of the di schar~e tube. The:reafter, Cummings and 

Tonks (1941) measured by probe technique that electron 

concentration sli~htly increases whereas its temperature 

decreases with ,the increasing longitudinal field (H {::; 70 Oe). 

They emphasised that plasma may react differently due to non-

uniformity of the axial mar;netic f;ield. So the magnetic 

field should be uniform without any radial component. It 

was inferred from a detailed theor:r put forward that "normal" 

distribution both for electrons an<i ions in the cross section 

is not altered when it is subjected to a lon~itudinal ma~netic 

field. Tonks (1941) calculated app:::-oximately the dispersal 

effect along a plasma column in longitudinal ma~neti c field. 

The solution for radial electron and ion distribution is the 

sum of a series of zero order Bess•~l functions. The first 

term, which is the "normal" distribution remains unchan,c;ed 

alon~ the lenll,'th of the positive column, while successive 

terms decrease with distance alon~. the column at rates which ,, 

are complicated functions of Te' the electron temperature and 

H, the magnetic field stren~th. 
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On the contrary Davis (195'3) found a small increase 

in electron temperature in an axial ma~etic field H 

(H L 1580 n.) for a d.c. cesium plasma (p = 0.03 to 0.1 torr) 
,.-...;' 

in his m-easurements re~ardin.fS the intensity distribution in 

recombination spectrum. However, the 0bservation made by Davis 

could not be accounted for by the existin~ theories. Bickerton 

and von-Enr;el ( 1956) have attributed this . :anomaly between 

theory and experiment in the hi~h current density (5A/cm 2 ) 

used by Davis. For very hi~h current ( i ) '30A) arcs in 

argon ( p ( 1 torr) in an axial ma~etic field (H=2.3K.rrauss) 

Marhic and Kwan (1977) found that both electron temperature 

and electron density chan~e. vande:r· Sijde ( 1972) found change 

of temperature and density profile 
1
for a hollow cathode argon 

arc in axial m~netic field (H f. .1250 G) from. radiation 

profiles. He found that the electron temperature decreases 

with the increase of the field. Wienecke (1963) found an 

increase of pressure in the hot reg
1
ion of a cylindrical 

symmetric arc in a lon~itudinal maffpetic field. The author 

inferred that the forces exerted by: the field on char~ed 

particles modify diffusion current and since an ener~y trans

port is related with diffusion, it is also influenced by the 

field. Davis ( 1953) found that the .'3lectron velocity dist

ribution in lon~itudinal magnetic f:Leld is Maxwellian. 

Vorobjeva et al (1971) carried on an investigation in mer

cury vapour arc subjected to an axial field (H ~ 800 Oe) 

and remarked that Maxwe'llian distribution for electron 

velocity prevails in the field. 
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There is some inadequacy for definin~ an arc. For a 

low pressure diffuse mercury arc Ecker and Zoler's (1964) 

criterion obtained from Ellenbaas- Heller heat balance 

equation, requires that the energy ,~ained by electrons 
.. 

in electric field is balanced by losses in elastic colli-

sions is not fulfilled. In contrast Ghosal, Nandi and Sen 

(1979) showed that for such a dischar~e, the ener~y con

sumed by the dischar~e is lost primarily in ionisin~ 
,-

collisions (also in excitation collisions) and the major 

part is lost throu~h ambipolar diffusion to the wall of the 

dischar~e tube (also by radiation). But from criteria laid 

by Pfender (1978) fo~ an arc (e.g. (i) relative hi~h 

current density, (ii) low cathode fall, (iii) hi~h lumino

sity of the column), we call the discharges in mercury a 

low pressure mercury arc. In these d.ischar~es, the volume 

ionisation is generally balanced by diffusion of char~ed 

particles. Ionisation in the bulk i~ primarily by electron 

collision of neutral and metastable atoms. Apart from 

diffusion, recombination of char~ed;species plays also 

a role in their loss mechanism. However in an active dis-

char~e for the hi~h value of electr1pn temperature with 

respect to ion (or atom) temperatur~ recombina~ion becomes 

comparatively significant than diffnsion. Out of the two 

known types of diffusion, one is thE~ Lan~muir free fall 

diffusion which is effective in very low pressure region 

and the other is schottky's ambipolar diffusion which is 

dominant in comparatively high pres~mre region. An ion fluid 
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model described by Franklin (1976) covers these two domains 

throUP,"h.the transition re~ion equally well. Electron tempera

ture is determined considerin~ a balance between parti~le 

loss and ~eneration processes. 

1~en a cylindrical plasma coiumn is subjected to a 

ma~netic field, electron diffusion across and alon~ the 

field becomes anisotropic and the radial diffusion is 

reduced. The plasma adjusts to thiE new situation by dec-

reasing its ionisation frequency determined by electron 

temperature. So obviously there is C·han~e in. electron tem

perature in the ma~netic field. Consequently a reduction.in 

either of electron temperature or axial electric field deter-
.· 

mines a reduced diffusion losso Self (1967) estimated the 

influence of lon~itudinal ·ma~netic field on a cylindrical 

plasma column operatinP,' in Lan~muir free fall domain. 

Franklin (1976) investi~ated the properties of cylindrical 

plasma subjected to an axial maP,net.ic field by ion fluid model 

which is equally responsible in hi~~h and low pressure re,c;ions. 

Franklin cateP,orised that the implication of lon~itudinal 

maP,netic field can be re~arded as an equivalent increase of 

pressure so far as radial motion is concerned. He however, 

showed that for reduction in radial diffusion of char~ed 

particles, ambipolar diffusion if i't is dominant, ·will also 

be diminished by the application o;t' a longitudinal ma~etic 

field. 
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In case of finite len~th cylinder with non-conducti~ 

walls placed in axial ma~netio field ambipolarity assumption 

particularly in hip;h pressure region evokes some controversy. 

rreissler (1970) observed the dis~greement between experimen

tal data and ambipolar theoryo After~Va.~s Chekmarev et al 

(1977) analysed the diffuniva decay of a weakly ionised ~aa 

in a finite len~th cylinder with non-conductin~ walls in 

presence of axial uniform ma~netic field and found that 

ambipolarity of diffusion exists in ma~etic field too. How

ever, Franck et al (1972) pointed out the way a ma~netic 

field influences the ambipolar diffusion. 

An increase of ma~netic field reduces diffusion of 

electrons and iotts. In classical theory diffusion of elect

rons and ·ions acros.s magnetic field l varies inversely with 

the square of the magnetic field ( i~1 abs.ence of any insta

bility); defined as 

1 + b~.tHY ( 1 • )4) 

where is the square of tht! respective' species mobi-

lityo Since at a given pressure elei~tron mobility is larger 

than ion mobility by a term 102 to 10', the electron diffu-. 

sion is reduced to a larger extent 7than ion diffusion. So 

as magnetic field increases, at a particular magnetic field 

Rr the radial ·. component of electric field vanishes for 

• In case of ma~etit} field hi~her than H,., 

the ambipolar electric field will b,e neP,"ative acceleratin~ 
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electrons to the wall and re-f:.arding the ions. To conceptua

lise experimentally H''t' where reversal of ambipolar field 

occurs is hardly possible. In P,"enP-ral H;a) He~ 
where Her is the critical value of ma~netic field and 

... 
where helical instabilities set in. Only for 0 ( H ( H

0
r· 

classical ambipolar diffusion occurs, whereas for 

H ) Her Kadomtsu instabilities set in. 

In this re~ard some works on. the anomalous behaviour 

of plasma column in longitudinal ma~netic field have been 

studied mostly in noble gases and to som~extent in molecular 

sases. For plasmas confined by non-conductin~ dischar~e 

vessels, Hoh and Lehnert ( 1960) stu,.iied the -influence of 

lon~i tudinal masneti c field _in hydi'::>P,'en, helium and krypton 

confined in lon~ dischar~e tubes, so th~t.diffusion to the 

ends can be neglected. The authors observed that the radial 

diffusion across the axial ma~netic field decreases classi

cally up.to a critical· field Her , but after H
0

r 

the diffusion 'increases with the ma.~netic field. Kadomjsev 

and Nedo spasov. ( 1960) interpreted the anomalous behaviour 

by discoverinP,' an instability in the form of helical wave 

which will be created by axial electric field for hi~h 

values of maP,"netic field. This instability is desi~nated 

as current convective instability and it enhances the 

effective ambipolar diffusion with increasin~ ·ma~Snetic field 

by ExH drift which tends to push the plasma electrons to 

outward radial direction and to amJ;:·lify diffusion. The value 

of H
0

r is calculated from the knowled~e of pressure. 
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Later:;on, Janzen et al (1970) fou::1d in neon gas that the 

appearance of the instability depends on the length of the 

diRcharge tube. Fo'r short discharge tube length (L ~ 15 ern) 

thPre is no appreciRble instability. Deut:sch and Pfau( 1976) 

found an anomalous increaRe of co.lumn gradient in axial 

macnetic field (H (<. Her) ih ·weak discharges of noble 

.gapes in comparatively long discb~rge t~beso 

The anomA-lous ch:::tracter w3.s counter-balanced by the 

radial. change in energy eli stri bu.tion of electrons in rela

tion to longitudinal mRCnetic fiE.ld. Sato (1978) interpre

ted the same type of Rnomalous rEsult as that of Deutsch 

and Pfau. in terms of Belf excited ionisation waves. In . 
an experiment Muira et al ~1979) Jbserved an abrupt fall 

in a:r:ial electric field for a sma.ll interval of axial 

maenetic field in neon. After this fall the axial elect-

ric field riseB again and decreaseB classically with the 

- .increaBe of field. 

Besides theBe instabilities, another weak insta-

bili t.Y arises mainljr in quiescent plasmas in axial magnetic 

fielcL According to Tirnofeev (197S) this is known as drift diss: 

pative instability. For active diRcharges these instabilities 

are superposed by more high curre::1t con~;ective instabilities. 

Another type of anomalous diffusiJn known as Boh[ll diffusion 

is ir1versely proportional to Glagnetic field and is observed. 

in stroric;ly ionised magnetoplasrn8 contained in metal chamber. 
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In this laboratory current volt.a~e characteriRtics of 

.c;low discharP,"e in lon.csi tudinal maP,"neti c field was investi-

P,'a ted by .Sen and Jana ( 1977) and it was observed that the 

dischar~e current increased with the increase of axial ma~

netic field for the ranP,"e of pressure (viz. 0.685 to 0.925 torr 

Assumin.c; the radial distribution of particles as Bessalian they 

explained the re,sults quantitatively. The resuJ.te also showed 

that Bessalian distribution was valid in maP,'netic field as 

well. 

A few ye~rs latter Sadhya and Sen (1980) studied the 

variation of current and voltaP,"e across a mercury arc plasma 

as well as variation of the elec·tron temperature in lon~i tu

dinal ma"S!letic field. It is impo~:-tant to note that most of 

the results reported for mercury, arc plasma are with arP,"on 

as back.c;ro und .a,-as; Sadhya and Sen ( 1980) used in their 

investi~ation air as the back~rotmd .csas which enables them 

to study how the excitation, ionjzation and de-ionization 

processes are influenced by the :presence of air. It is well 

known that in the case of molecru.ar ~ases tbe.ionisation i~ 

mainly due to electron impact of the .csround state atom whereas 

in the case of a mercury arc, ionisation i.e mainly thro~h 

inelastic electron impact with excited states like 63P2 and 

with .c;round states, and the phenomena of associative ioni

zation may be present. Considerin.~ the physical pro ceases 

involved in a mercury arc dischar(se where the buffer P,'as was 

air and the pressure was low, the;r unfolded a model in which 
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air plays the role of quenchin~ ~a~ and observed that in 

that type· of dischar.c;e both atomic and molecular ions of 

mercury arc _present. Considerin~ the existence of both 

types of ion they obtained the distribution function and 

developed an expression for Te/TeH and- found that within 

their range/of (H/P) values (H, ma~netic field and P, the 

pressure) the experimental result~ were in quantitative 

a~reement with the theoret·ical deduction. 

Recently Bessenrodt-Weberpals et al (1986) carrieo/on 

an investi~ation in a steady state low pressure hollow 

cathode arc (H CA) which is stabilised by a lon~itudinal 

ma~netic field. They also measured densities~ temperature, 

velocities and fluctuations of electrons, ions and. neutral 

p_articles by various local methods such as Thomson and 

Raylei~h scatterin~ and laser ind~ced fluorescence (LIF). 

They supported their experimental data by a theoretical 

treatment of plasma usin~ a two-fluid model which provides 
·, 

a ~ood description of the dynamics.of HCAS. 
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(b) Volta~e current characteristics of low current arcs 

in air with metal electrodef~ 

If two electrically conductin~ electrodes o! any 

kind are bro u~h t in to con tact ana .. then separated in a closed 

circuit with a d.c. source, a self sustained arc dischar~e 

takes place. Unlike the ~low dischar~es, the arc cathode has 

a !all of potential of the order ~f 10V and a very hi~h 

current density; thermal effects. are necessary for its 

initiation and sustenance and the radiation emitted from 

the re~ion near the cathode has the spectrum of the vapour 

of the cathode material. For a ~i~en value of the electode 

distance, the .arc volta1?,'e decreases as the arc current rises 

and for a ,a;iven current the voltai;e rises with increase in. 

electrode separation. The positiv~~ column has beco·me uniform 

and its axial electric field is constant. The total arc 
I 

vol ta~e drop V arc aero ss the tw,, electrodes can be exp

ressed as 

v =v +v +v arc c p a (1.:35) 

where V
0 

= cathode fall 

Vp = total fall of volta~e at the positive column 

V a = anode fall. 

In a series of papers; Bez and Honker (1954-56) analysed the 

results for the anode re~ion !all., Conservation of char~e 

carriers in the anode re~ion requi..,res production of positive. 

ions. Based on thi8 requirement an1d on the existence of a net 

space char.o;e in the sheath they de:veloped the theories for 
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anode fall. In their analysis it was considered that the vol

ta~e drop in the anode re~ion was identical with the anode 

fall and that the re~ion over which it acts is of the order 

. of an electronic mean free path. But .their proposed model did 

not· take into acconnt the fact that macroscopic flow effects 

could drastically alter the requirements for ion production. 

··Thi!! model did not also include a.xial diffusion and ener~y 

losses from the arc plasma ·to the . anode structure. 

Ecker (1961) proposed a different approach and was 

able to predict the shape of the arc in the anode re~ion by 

solvin~ the conservation equations to~ether with Maxwell's 

equations simu.J.,taneously. Since his treatment was primarily 

for low current are , flow ~ffecta in the ~rc were ne~lected. 

The anode re~ion of hi~h intensity arcs is, however, frequently 

c;overned by self-induced flows (Chou and P!ender ( 1973)), 

Pfender and Schafer ( 1975), Pfendefr:' ( 1978), Chen and Pfender 

(1981) • Busz, Penckert and Finke1nbur~ (1956), Schoeck and 

Eckert (1982), Bose and Pfender (1969) independ~ntly measured 

the anode fall in high intensity arcs with direct and indirect 

techniques. 

Bi to and Szigeti ( 1968) carried on calorimetric measure

ments for anode fall. They determi:n.ed current dependence and 

the pressure dependence of anode fall in case of ar~on. 

de Socio and Boffa ( 1970 )' invented a new technique 

for measurement of anode fall in arc ~enerators and their 

measurements were in ~cod a~reement with the theoretical 

model for low and intermediate values of arc currents. 
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In order to evaluate the anode fall they utilised a water-

cooled probe at the axis of a plasma jet at some distance 

from the anode. The prob~ was _either kept at floatin~ poten

tial or was electrically connected with the anode throu~h 

resistors and batteries in series. By v.aryin~ the external 

resistance different values of the electric :- current charac-

teristics were obtained, ·thus perm:i ttin,c; the estimation of 

the anode fall. 

Schaal and Zahn (1969) carried· on some experimental 

investi.c;ation of the processes whic:h .,c;overn the anode :rersion 

in the Faraday-darkspace and in the positive column. 

Recently Sanders and Pfende."r· (1984) also measured 

anode fall and anode heat transf·er in hi~h i:p.tensi ty arcs 

maintained at atmospheric pressureu 
I 

Nami tokov and Krasovi tskii 1:1973) ~ave a ·theory for 

evaluation of the physical mechaniBm occurin~ in the forma

tion of the cathode sheath in an a~c. They estimated the 

cathode drop from the dischar~e pa~ameters usin~ self

consistent field approximation. 

Bito (1969) measured the time dependence of cathode 

fall and the potential ~radient of the positive column in 
I 

a mercury discharc;e. Lateran, Boyl13tt and. Mclean (1971) also 

measured cathod.e fall by mavin!',' el,·~ctrode methods and fast 

oscillography. They obtained a val;ue of 8V + 6% for the 

cathode fall in a mercur~r arc at 10A. The cathode fall space 

had been evaluated to be less· tha::1 5 x 10-4 mm. 
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A~arwala and Halmes (1983) carried on investigation 

on arcin~ vol ta~e o~ metal vapour vacuum arc and showed 

the volta~e current characteristics of all seven metals 

( Cu, Al, Sn, Mg, Zn, Cd & Bi) and f,J und po si ti ve slopes 
.. 

over the entire ran~e of currents used. And the characte-

ristics are linear. Similar investi:;ation had also been 

performed earlier by Sherman, Webster, Jenkins and 

Holmes (1978) and Mitchell (1970). rhey could deduce an 

empirical relation for the linear re~iono 
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(c) Arc Plasma in Transverse Ma.c;nntic Field: 

The effect of· an external ma.c;netic field on the velo-

city distribution function of electrons in a plasma was inves

ti.c;ated by ·Tonks and Allis (1937). In an approach via Boltzmann 

equation Bernstein ( 1962) justified the distribution function 

as bein.c; Maxwellian. 

When a transverse ma~netic field is applied to a cylin

drical plasma column it pushes ~he plasma in the direction 

of Lorentz force. It therefore, leads to a deviation in ~en-

sity and potential distribution for cylindrical symmetry and 

thereby a potential difference between pointes of the wall on 

a diameter perpendiculA-r to ma~netic field is observed and 

known as Hall volta.c;e. Francis (1956) gave a qualitative 

description of a plasma column sub-jected to a transverse 
': 

ma.c;neti c field • 

Tonks and Allis (1937) deduc:ed an expression for ele

ctron drift in transverse magnetic field and latter Beckmann 

(1948) showed that the transverse ma~netic field d~flects 

the plasma column towards the wall ·and results in an inc-

rea sed total loss of elBctrons and ions followed by an inc-

rease in electron temperature and e.xial electric field 

stren~th. Further Beckmann ( 19 48) showed that owing- to the 

transverse ma~netic field the axial. field E is modified to 
'2. Y2. 

E c~ + ~/o() 
Where . 

rN 

cJ.,. = 1- ~ + h exp~ J ~:x~(-h) clh. (1·36) 
h 
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~ . . 

~. = t- [1T [1- 2.~ + 4 ~ exp~ I exj>(-~)d;J 

( 1 • 37) 

and H is the ma.o;netic field, A :is the electronic mean free 

path, W is the most probable electronic speed; and the 

electron density at a distance r from the ·axis is P,"iven 

by 

(1.38) 

where n
0 

is the electron density at the-axis, R. is the 

di~char~e tube radius, c is a constant dependin~ on ion 

·mobility, Da is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, J
0 

is the Bessel function of zero orde:r- and of first kind andcp 

is the azimutha~ co-ordinate. In sorne gases like hydroP,"en, 

nitro~en, helium and neon, Beckmann (1948) investiP,"ated the 

chan~e in electric field by measurin~ t}1e voltaP,"e drop across 

a fixed distance with the help of floating probe and found 

that the , electric field increases :ln a transverse ma~netic 

field (H ~ 1000 r..). Danders ( 1957) carried on an experiment 
' I 

in .a low pressure positive column in a homo-~eneous transverse 

ma~etic field. and obtained an equation of charge carrier 

density distributinn and found that.dischar~e current depends 

on ma~netic field stren~th. 
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Sen et al (1971, 1972) investi~ated the effect of 

transverse ma~netic field on low pressure dischar~es in 

different ~ases like hydro~en, helium and mercury vapour 

in their spectral line intensity measurement in the field~ 

Besides the increase in intensities of certain spectral 

lines they observed that .the dischar~e current increases 

and after attainin~ a maximum at a certain ma~netic field 

stren~th ~radually decreases. The field (Hmax) at which the 

current becomes maximum is the same for all ~ases and in-

dependent of pressure for the same initial dischar~e current. 

Considerin~ small values of (H/P) they modified Beckmann's 

expression for electric field (1.40) and hence electron tem

perature was deduced as (1.41) 
2 ' 

EH == E ( 1 + c H ) 1 I 2 1p2 ( 1 • 40) 

and 

( 1 .41) 

where c1 is a constant for.a particular ~as ~iven by 

c1 = {(e/m) ( L;vr )] 
2 

where e, m and L are char!(e, 

mass and mean free path at a pres~ure 1.0 torr of electrons 

in the plasma and Vr is the random velocity of electron. 

The analysis has also been extendfi3d to low pressure me·rcury 

arcs by Sen and Das (1973). In the respective experiment, 

the authors observed that the arc current ~radually decreases 

and volta~e drop across the arc increases but the power con

sumed by the arc .o:-rad ua~ly in crea:::es and a ttainin~ a maximum 

value at a certain field decreases for increasing ma~etic 
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field ( H £ '300 ('}). The authors ~ave a quantitative analy

sis of the observed results by considerin~ enhanced char~ed 

particle loss and an increase in T , the electron tempera
t3 

ture. Bendarenko et al (1965) investi~ated that the arc 

current in low .vol ta~e ce.sium arc decrease.s for increas~nP-; 

transverse ma~netic field. 

The effect of transverse ma~netic field (H ~ '300 ~) 

was also thorou;hly investio:ated by Kaneda (1977a, 1977b, 

1978, 1979) on neon dischar~es at a ~as pressure of 0.3-

10.0 torr and dischar~e current of 40 mA. Kaneda observed 

that the axial electric field of the positive column inc

reases considerably with transverse ma~netic field in lower 

P,'as pressure and compared the resul;ts with a ~heory which 

takes electron loss at the wall intQ account. 

Ecker and Kanne (1964) explained the effect of a 

transverse ma~netic field on a cylindrical plasma column 

theoretically. In the formulation o,f the basic equation to 

des·cri be the collision dominated po,si tive column in a trans

verse mat!netic field, Ecker and Kan:ne calculated the expre-
' 

ssion for electron temperature under the ass~ption that 

electron heat conduction is small in comparison to collision 

·(elastic) losses and the ener~y conservation law (for elect

rons) balances the enerR;"y ~ained in the electric field with 

ener,c;y loss due to collisions with neutral particles. For 

this balance equation in a real plasma Ecker and Zoler (1964) 
! 

put a criterion as 

( 1 • 42) 
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where Ae is the mean free path (electrons), R is the 

dischar~e tube radius and )( is tbe fractional loss of 

electrons in an elastic collision. This condition ~s not 

achieved in normal dischar~e and appeared in practice only 

in cases of hi~h current and relatively hi~h pressure dis

char~es (arc). The authors carried on investi~ation on the 

problem mainly for two cases: firstly collision free limit 

where LanP.,'II!uir' s theory of free fall is valid and secondly 

in collision dominated re~ion where Schottky's ambipolar 

diffusion theor,y applies. They fow1d that mao:-netic field 

does not chan~e the temperature in the collision dominated 

dischar~es and ~ave a linear perturbation treatment takin~ 

small values of··ma.n:-netic field. 

Wehrli (1922) calculated the effect of a magnetic 

field on the breakdown condition of a ~as and assumed that 

A the mean free path of the electron is constant for all 

the electrons and in· presence of ma~netic field the elect-

rons describe a c~rcloidal path and consequently A chan~ea 

to where 

~ - }\ [1 
(1'.43) 

where H is in ~auss, e is the char~e and m is the mass 
I 

of the electron and E is the voJ.ta~e per centimetre 

lenP:th of the tube. Consequently the effect of ma~netic 

field is equivalent to an increase of pressure Pe to PeH 
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R;"i ven by 

PeH - Pe - - (1.4-4-) [1- e H 'l. I\/ <a E l'¥1 J 
Blevin and Haydon ( 19 58) arrived at a... new expression for 

equivalent pressure by takin~ into account the electron 

mass ener,cr,y and drift velocity ancl showed that a transverse 

ma~netic field effectively increa:'les the ~as pressure from 

Pe to PeH such that 

PeR= ( 1 • 4-5 ) . 

where c1 has its usual si.t:!'nifica.nce. Takin~ a Maxwellian 

velocity distribution of electronn and a constant averat:;e 

collision frequency, from the con(!ept of equivalent pre-

ssure, the variation of Townsend'B first ionisation coeffi-

cient in a transverse ma.c;netic field is well realised in 

the hi.c;h (E/P) re.c;ime. In presenc~~ of maR:netic field the 

velocity distribution for electror:ts was critici'Zed by 

Haydon e t al ( 1971) for not bein~ Maxwellian. Therefore, 

in formulatinn:- the concept of equivalent pressure for elect

ron behaviour in hydro~en .c;as the collision frequency should 

be taken as ener.c;y dependent. Wi tl:.out takin~ 'a priori.' con

stant collision frequenc~r Heylen and BuntinP,' (1969) deve

loped an equivalent reduced electr.·ic field concept in a 

constant electric field. With the help of this concept and 

takin~ electrons to be in Maxwell~an velocity distribution, 

the transverse and perpendicular mobilities and their ratio 

tane for electrons in transver~e ma~netic field for hydro-

~en have been explained. The averc\c;e electron collision fre-

quency was observed to vary with olectron ener~y. This concent 
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was further experimentally, verifi.ed in molecular ~ases like 

oxygen, air and ni tro~·en. 

Townsend and q.ill ( 1·9'37) showed that the mobility of 

electrons in the direction of the field in presence of a 
' 

ma~netic field is reduced and deduced 

where ( 

and 

., 
( 1 • 46) 

is the time between two successive collisions 

:::~ • Belvin and Haydon (1958) assum-
-me 

in~ the bulk properties of·electron avalanches deduced an 

expression for mobality in presence of the ma~netic field 

as 

1 + C 2. H2. 
'pi ( 1. 47) 

Sen and 11-up.ta ( 1964) computed t'lle values of electron 

mobality in air dischar~e in presence of ma~1etic field 

(O to '300 n.auss) and over a wide ran~e of pressure. The 

authors verified the equation (1.47) experimentally. 

While studyin~ the effect of a ma~netic field on 

electron mobality in a d.c. arc plasma Hasem (1984) 

showed that the decrease of electron mobality due to the 

ma"netic field may be hinderinP.,' the upward motion of exci

ted particles· (ions, atoms and moJ!eoules) in the maP.,"netised 

plasma. 
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(d) Determination of Plasma Parameters in Arc Plasma 

by Probe Method 

Since the early development of dia.o,'Ilo sti c tools 

for measurin~ local properties of a plasma, the electrosta

tic probe has become popular for Jts experimental simplicity 

anq. reliability. A small metal prc:.be (viz. tun.P:sten) is 

inserted into the plasma at the location of interest. An 

external circuit has been provided. to apply some potential 

to the probe. The current flowin~ throu~h the probe and anode 
. 

is recorded as a function of applied potential, The current 

volta~e characteristics of a probe may provide some important 

information about local properties of plasma.such as electron 

and ion concentrations ( ne & ni ·), electron temperature Te' 

plasma potential ·and floatin~ potential; since the probes 

offer boundaries to the plasma and the properties of the 

plasma will chanr;e near the boundaries, the whole probe theory 

becomes more complicated. In fact~ a thin layer called sheath 

exists around the probe. This sheath can maintain lar~e elect

ric field due to unequal number dEm8ities of electron and ions 

in it. 

If a probe is immersed at e. point in pl.asma, the probe 

attains a potential which is net'J"ative with respect to plasma 

potential. In other words, when tb.e probe is made less ne.o;a

tive a few of the hi~hly ener.o;ised. electrons are collected 

which partially cancel the ions tl:.us reducin~ ion current. 
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The potential at which electron ':urrent just cancels ion 

current is knovm as flo a tin~ pot nn tia.l V f • If the pro be 

potential is in creased to V p b;;· an external source, the 

char~ed particles then reach the probe with their thermal 

velocities and as a result the e~~ectron current considerably 

exceeds that of ions. If the pntential is still increased 

so that the probe is more positive than the plasma potential, 

the ions are increasinP."ly repel~.ed and the saturation ele

ctron current is drawn which is measured by the effective 

area of the sheath around the prc,be. However, in the colli

sional plasmas, the sheath thickr ess increases with p·osi tive 

potential due to some secondary E ffect.s and electron current 

never completely saturates. 

Recently Dev~ratov and Mal'l~ov (1984) studied the 

effects of ionisation on saturation probe current. They 

determined sink parameters for an infinite cylindrical probe 

and showed for the spherical probn that if the radius is 

small in comparison with the ioniHation len~th then the sink 

parameter is determined by Bohm's.expression (1949). They also 

considered the probe operation in presence of ionisation and 

recombination in the bulk of the }:lasma. 

The probe theory as develored by LanP,"muir P,"ive;s 

electron current as 

( 1 o48) 

where Ire iR the random electror current, and K is the 
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( 1 • 49) 

As is the effective collection area of the probe for elect~ 

ron and ne is the undisturbed el•3ctron concentration. From 

the above equation (1.48), electron temperature T
8 

corres

pondin.o,- to the assumed Maxwellian distribution is determined 

by calculatin~ the slope of the line in partial attraction 

ref1'ime in a semilo~arithmic plot of Ie al!ainst Vp• Here 

I corresponds to the electron CQrrent to the probe at re . 

plasma potential (space potential) which is calculated from 

the intersectin.o; point of the two tanrrents in the charac-

teristics. The tan.o,-ents were dra\m in the followin~ for-

malism:-

a) The tan.o;ent in the partial electron attraction re~ime 

was plotted throu"h more points of hi~hly ne~ative probe 

potential since in this reP,"ime the distribution is expected 

to be Maxwellian and equation (1.413) is applicable for elect-

ron current which is small in comparison with Ire Schott 

(1968) 

b) Another tan~ent in electron saturation current re~ion 

was plotted in such a way that it posses throuP,"h maximum 

number of points. The electron satQration current re~ion may 

be divided into two parts: One corresponds to a linear 

increase of Ie with probe potential due to the ~rowth of 

collective area (as sheath expandF.). When probe potential is 
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made more positive, a brea~away frJm this linear increase is 

found. In this re~ion however, the probe becomes very hot and 

the sheath expands so much that for a lar~e volta~e drop 

across the sheath, the electrons can further ionise in their 

way. to probe. !Yhile plottin~ the tan,..,.ent the points just 

below the break a.wa~r point were uti.li sed. 

Since the ratio (where L is cylindrical 

probe len~th and ~P is probe radius) is very much ~reater 

th~n unity, the effective area A 
C· I, 

has been considered to 

be equal to . Thus from eqn. (1.49), electron 

density can be measured. 

In operation if the probe is biased ne~atively than 

Vp, an increasi-n~ fraction of electrons is repelled, and as 

a result probe current decreases. The lo.=ga.rithmic slope of 

the characteristic in the portion will correspond to the 

local electron temperature. At Vf, the ion and electron 

current mutually cancel each other. If more nec:-ative poten

tial to the probe is applied, no electrons can reach the 

probe and hence ion saturation current is drawn. From the 

two measurements of electron and ion saturation current, 

their temperature (kinetic ener~y) and denRity can be 

evaluated. 

Since the very onset of Lan~muir's (1924- 1926) 

work, the probe theory has been developed to a lar~e extent. 

The probe theory depends on a number of parameters. These 

parameters measure the various dorrain at which electrostatic 
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probe can be utilised. In the co:l.lisons limit[/\)) "'fp , 

f..)) /\ 0] where A is the wean free path of charP-:ed 

·species, l"P is the probe radius and ?\ o is the Debye 

shieldin.o: len!'l'th ( 1\o, = 4.9 (Te/ne.) 112 in em), the probe 

theory is more or less establishod. On this basis some impor

tant extensive· computed results are available from works by 

Bernstein and Rabinowitz ( 1959), Lam ( 1965) and Laframboise 
) 

(1966). The continuum re"ime A.<~ AD (( ~p has been 

computed by Su and Lam (1963) and. Cohen (1963). Some calcu-

lations have been carried out in the intermediate case by 

Wasserstrom, Su and Probstein (1955), Chou Talbot and 

Willis (1966),, Bienkowski ·and Cha.:n~e (1968), Chun~, Tolbot 

and To\l,ryan (1975) and a systemic analysi~ of probe theories 
I 

has been provided. Chen; Etievant, and ·Mosher (1968) pointed 

out that the probe theory becomes simple when ~p =. "Yf/?ID 
whi.ch is called as "Debye ratio" is much ~reater than 10 

and the sheath is thin so that tht~ char,v,e collectin~ area 

is effectly close to the ·~eome~ric area of the probe, or 
I 

when ·~ p is much smaller than 1 and the sheath is very 

thick so that probe current is de1;ermined by orbital motion 

theory of Langm·uir. For a sui tablH selection of Csp for 

the experiment concerned it is worthwhile to mention that 

.?\ 0 is characteristic of plasm::. source, whereas "'Yp is 

set only by the physical propertit:·s of probe. It should also 

be noted here that it mi~ht not always 9e possib~e to have 

the Debye ratio in the expected rnn~e of values·as given above. 
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For cylindrical probes Lamframboise (1966) computed that 

orbital motion theory is accurate for ~p( 5' which c~n 

easily be satisfied in experiment but for a spherical probe 

orbital motion approximation is valid for ~P (( 1 only • 
.. 

Schott (1968) in his orbital motion approximation 

pointed out some assumptions as follows: 

i) In absence of probe plasma should be homo~erteous 

and quasi neutral. 

ii) Electrons and ions should be:\..onP," to Maxwellian 

velocity di Atribution with ~r e and Ti with the 

restriction Te )) ' Ti Electron and ion mean 

iii) 

free path ( Ae and At ) ·should be. lar~e compared 

to their Debye shieldin~ distances. The charged 

species strikin~ the probe structure should be 

absorbed and not react with the probe material as 

such. 

The sheath around the probe should have a well defined 

boundary. 

iv) The sheath thickness is smal~ compared to the lateral 

dimensions of the probe so that ed~e effects can be 

ignored without losin~ accuracy. 

In low pressure plasma the condition of Maxwellian 

velocity distribution is often not J~taintained. A substantial 

pro~ress of pro be theory was made b,y Druyvesteyn ( 19'30) who 

showed that actual velocity distribution mi~ht be derived 

from the form of probe characterist:i.c· • There is another 

short comin~ for cylindrical probe Jn that potential falls off 
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slowly with absorption radius ra (defined from the effec-

tive collective area of probe) and i.t can be much hitl','her than 

1\ D • However, in lower densitj_es measurement, the probe 

len~th ~ must be much lar~er than ra and hence than rp 

in order to minimise and effects. The P.!obe material is 

so chosen that it is resistent to hHat, chemical activation 

of any kind and sputterin~. It is a~_so worthwhile to note 

that the work function of the probe material must be lar~e 

so that secondary electron emission due to particle impact 

is very very small. It is needless to mention that the probe 

structure with its insulator support inserted in the plasma 

perturbs the plasma to a certain ex·tent and hence measurements 

as well. In this re~ard Chunn:, Tal bt)t and Touryan ( 1975) re- . 

viewed the present state of informa1tion and findin.c;s about 

the perturbations. 

Utilisin~ Lan~muir probes situated in the plasma of 

a low current (120 - 360 rnA) vacuum, arc on copper electrodes 

Kutzner and Glinkowski ( 1.982) meast~red electron temperature 

and floating potentials by rin~ sh~ped probes. They put for

ward an analysis assumin.o; a shifted. Maxwellian ion velocity 

distribution and evaluated characteristic parameters from the 

derived floatin~ potential equation. 

On the 'me~surement of anode falls and anode heat 

tranflfer in atmospheric pressure hj_~h intensity arcs' by 

flanders A.nd Pfender (1984) the ele<~tric probe measurements 

have also been performed at and close to a plane water-cooled 

anode surface in artl','on arc for dif~erent arc confi"urations. 
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With the help of an adju8table fine wire probe penetratin!1' 

throu~h a small hole in the centre )f a flat anode they 

carried on potential and electro:1 tempe:l"ature measure-

men t s in the anode boundary layers. 
' 

Pasternak and Offenber"er (1974)· carried on probe 

mea8urements with the help of doubl~ ended tun~sten wire 

probes mounted on a shaft of a small water-cooled d.c. 

motor in side the arc chamber. Spatially resolved probe 

current measurements entitled them to determine electron 

temperature and density profiles of the arc cross sec-

tion usina conventional probe theory. 

Sen, '1-hosh and 8-hose (1983) measured electron tempe

rature in ~Slow d"ischarge with the h·elp.of two probes (one 

at axis and other at the surface of the tube in same cross 

sectional plane). They mea~ured diffusion volta~e and eva-

luated electron tempeature with pr:Lor knowled~e of radial 

electron density profileo 

Usin" probe measurements Mac:Lel and Allen (1985) 

observed the axial distribution of floatin~ potential alon~ 

the tube. Lann:-muir probe mea:=mrement was also used in HF 

dischar~es by Spatenka and Sicha (1985) to ~ive experimental 

evidence of the presence of the hea~y atomic or molecular 

ne~ative ions in the created polyme::- thin film layers. 

In this laboratory Sadhya, ~Lna and Sen (1979) carried 

on extenroive investi:;ation on the measurement of electron 

temperature and electron density in low te~perature plasmas 

in air, h~rdro"en and nitroo~en with ·~he help of cylindrical 

pro be. 
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Direct measurement of· the. e:Lectron distribution 
1 

function has been a complicated task i·n· most plasmas. I:q. 

the ionospheric studies by Peter~on et al (1981) the dis-

tri bution function may be found by unfold in~ data taken 

by probes whose dimensions are sma.Ll compared to, or of 

the order of, the Larmor radius of the particles bein~ 

collected. Stenzel et al (1983) de·veloped a tecihnique for 

measurinn; the distribution fun ctio:n in a laboratory plasma. 

In thier technique they used a microchannel plate whose 

smallest dimension was very small compared to·, or of the 

ord·er of, the Larmor radius of the particles bein.c; collec-

ted. In this p~ocess current had been collect~d by the 

probe at a varietJr of .c;eometric orientations, and the 

data had been unfolded by a computer. 

Recently Karamar (1987) carried on 'probe measurement 

in the hin;h volta~e n;low dischar~e' and measured electron 

density and temperature in the space of the electron beam 

usinn; Lan~muir double probe. He also carried out further 

measurements concerning the ener.f"l'y in an ener~etic elect

ron beam in the vicinity of the focus. 
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(e) Plasma Conductivity measurement by coil probe tech-riigue 

MeaRurement of electrical conductivity of a plasma 

can be performed usin.o:- a number of methods dependinP.:" on the 

nature of the plasma (viz. discharn;e p_lasma, shock induced 

pl~nmn, plnsmn jatn eta). 1onornll.y ~lnnma nnnduntiv1ty jn 

measured by conventional probes. It was pointed out by Lin 

et al ( 1955) that in hot plasma the probe becomes surrom1ded 

by a cold boundary layer around its· structure. In the case 

of cold plasma also the probe measurement does not provide 

adequate information on the conductivity. An attempt has aloo 

been macte for indirect measurement of conductivity by de-ter

minin~ electron density and collision frequency. The probe 

method is not also valid for a fi~Ld free plasma such as 

aftern:low plasma, diffusion plasma etc. It is also noted 

that this method is not sui table i;a. f.+owin~ plasma because 

the immersed probe structure may considerably perturb the 

dynamics of the flow. In some cases the plasma jet may even 

destroy the probe. Hence coil prob·3 technique has become 

very popular in use to handle cond·~ctivity problems in nume-

rous cases. 

The fu..Tldamental principle o:C a r.f. coil probe dian:

noPtic technique lies in the fact that the ma~netic field 

linked with a solenoidal r.f. elec~ric field induces solenoi

dal current into the plasma under ~.nvesti.~ation, and the effect 

is reflected back into the probe coil. Hence many .authors called 

this method as induction or mar.;net:_ c flux method. 
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Lin, Resler and Kantrowitz {1955) devised a coil 

probe method to measure electrical conductivity profiles of 

hi~hly ionised ar~on produced by shock waves and they did 

not use radio frequency source. In :this experiment obser

vation was made from the search coil (probe) pick up of 

elRctrorna.o:netic disturbances produl::ed by passa~e of shock 

waves throu~h it. To avoid the inht3rent surface effects 

associated with probe measurements the~r desi,.,.ned an expe

riment capitalisinCI' the interaction between a rna~etic field 

and.the conductin". ...;as behind the shock wave. They observed 

that conductivity distribution o(~) could be determi-

ned by solvin.o: an inte...-;ral equation of the first 

with the response function as the kernel 

where S is the position of the shock front with respect to 

the pro be at a ~i ven time, and ~ . represents the axial 

coordinate of any point with respe·~t to the shock front. 

However, they did not consider the. effect of radial non-

uniformity and rn ean t 'di stri bution
1
' as axial distribution. 

A point J n no tod t hwt nv 1111 wh rm A. 1'lt an.dy mo.n:n t<tt.i o r1 eld Wfi.A 

put off, lar'"':'e si.o:nals were found "to pass throu~h the search 

coil durin...-; each shock. Accordin.o: :to them it was due to 

electrostatic effects. But ~hosal, Nandi and Sen (1976) in 

this laborator~r pointed out that i;t was due to stray capa

citance effect. Actually those pic)c-ups were due to the for

mation of finite capacitance between the search coil and 

the n;as inside the shock tube. To 19liminate these eff-ects 

however, Lin et al ( 1955) desi,.,.ned a centre tapped search 

coil arrann:-ement. Later_:::on, Lamb a:1.d Lin (1957) made obser-
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vation in shock wave air plasma with the help of the same 

method and confirmed the results with theoretical analysis. 

Per~on (1960, 1961) innovat,~d a new coil probe method 
" 

for measurin~ the conductivity in ~ hi~h electron density 

plasma. He desi.r?nP.d the coil pro be to ··send solenoidal ele

ctrical field into the plasma in o:c:-der to collect i~forma

tion from plasma core. This active coil probe measurement' 

rested on the interaction between the solenoidal electric 

field and a plasma column. The authors carried on the 

measurements for hi,:;hly ionised af·ter~low plasma and 

obtained the temporal conductivity distribution. 

Blackman (1959) annunciated a procedure in which the 

inductance of a coil wound around ·:L plasma column is redu-

ced by the shieldin~ effect in the electrically conductin~ 

plasma. The reduced inductance ch~m~ed the frequency of a 

circuit and this shift in frequen~· had been detected by a 

radio receiver. 

In this reP.,"ard savic and Boillt (196-2) devised a· 

frequency modulation circuit to determine ~as conductivity 

and boundary layer thickness in a shock tube with the 

help of the above idea. 

Rosa (1961) P.,"ave a different method in measurinP.," the 

cond ucti vi ty of a flowinP." plasma. :tn his experiment the 

coil was embeded (supported) in th:! insulator wall of the 

MIID ~enerator and resonated into a condenser. He determined 

~as conductivity by measurin~ dampJ.n~ of the circuit due 

to the exhaust of the P.,"as throu"h 1;he insula tin" tube. 
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Olson and Lary (1961, 1962, 1963) put a d~fferent 

approach where coil probe was kept inside plasma in lieu 

of beino:- wound surroundin.o:- the plasma. In this con text 

some work on immersive coil probe technique was reported 

by some authors, Moulin and Mass1;- (1964), Stubbe (1968) 

and Jayakumar et al ( 1977). In SJli te of its some disad

vanta~es Olson and Lary pleaded that immersive method was 

more sensitive to variations in plasma conductivity than 

the noh-immersive method. This method was however the same . . 

as other methods and it depended on the interaction between 

conducting fluid and imposed r.fQ ma.n:-netic field. It is 

worthwhile to note here that r.f. impedance of a solenoid 

is affected by the presence of a conductin.qo medium in the 
-

nein:-hbourhood-of the· solenoid. In the case of a coil wound 

around the plasma conductor, the .r.f. ma~netic field of the 

coil induces an azimuthal electric field which causes azimu-

thal current to flow throu~h the .conductor. It is expected 

that similar results a;J..so come out if the conductor surrounds 
I 

the finite coil rather than bein~ wound by it. 

Donskoi, Duaev and Prokof ':s ( 1963) a_dopted the same 

non-immersi ve type technique to m:easure electrical cond ucti

vity of heated gas streams. The method was based on measure

ments of the electrical circuit parameter (effective induc

tance, circuit resistance, Q.. factor, mutual inductance etc) 

of tank ci-rcuit. They determined .the ma,r;ni tude and the dist-

ribution of electricRl conductivity over the croeA section 

by ca~ibration CQrves. 
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Koritz and Keck (1964) described a method for measuring 

the electrical conductivi t,y of h~·personic wakes and any other 

conducting medium measuring Joule·· losses produced by osci

llatory ( alternating) ma~neti c fj.eld of a coil surroundinP,' 

it. The method had the advantage that it may be utilised 

when the medium is stationar,y. 

In this regard a number of authors (viz. Tanaka and 

Usami (1962), ~ourdin (1963), Khuashchtevaski (1962)) made 

conductor approximation-for plasma which means that when an 

electrical a.c. is impressed upon it, the plasma is con

sidered to offer no resistance ar.d a.c. conductivity essen

tially becomes d.c. conductivity. They showed that if the 

chan~e in magnetic flux through a. coil due to plasma as its 

core could be measured, it is poElsible to measure d.c. con-

ductivity for a range of frequencies. They developed their 

mathematical analysis with an ex_1:ression for a.c. conducti-

vi ty < a a.. e . ) for a partially ionised non-equilibrium 

cold plasma (Sengupta (1961)), Heald and Wharton (1965) as 

oct. c. ne2. [ "Y 
2 

~ --y-=').._-t-_C..U_'l-_ ( 1 • 5 ) 

where m & e are the electroni~ mass and charge, n the 

electron density, -y the electron-atom collision frequency 

and w is the angular frequency o:f the radio frequency field. 

The imaginary part corresponds to inherent plasma reactance 

developed due to mass inertia. 
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For the conductor approximati~n to hold it is seen 

that and then it follows 

{1.51) 

whereas for other extreme case wheee , the 

plasm·a impedance become.s solely reactive. They also studied 

the a.c. conductivity for intermediate range of frequencies 

where both reactive and resistive parts were dominatin~. They 

however, put forward an equation fc,r a cylindrical uniform 

plasma as 

where 

H (~) ::: H ( .R) 

Jo ( !3R) 

'l 

~ = -c..'l.. 

( 1 • 52) 

(1.53)' 

and R is the plasma radius. The !-'eduction in ma"netic 

flux for the presence of plasma is.revealed from the above 

relation for H(r). If and denote the mag-

netic flux without and with plasma? the· reduction ratio 

would be written as 

2 J, (13R) 
/3R Jo (13.?.) 

(1.54) 

A plot between 6 0 and o<. iiaking y -= -v as a 
c...) 

parameter showed that the d.c. confuctivity obtained from 
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the ma~netic flux chan"e in insensitive to the para-

meter y -Y Thus with the accurately measured value ::. - • w 

of .:P/~ 
0 Oo could. be evalue.ted properly. since no 

detailed knowledge of y is nece1ssary. Actually they 

observed the shift of the resonanc~ fr~quency at the onset 

of the plasma, evaluated ma~netic flux of the coil and 

finally determined plasma conductivity. 

Tanaka and Hagi, however, viewed the inductance chan~e 

effect in a different manner. If t~e plasma is conductive, 

the applied r.f. field will induce eddy currents which will 

flow around plasma and consequently will dissipate ener~y 

in the re#,'ion where they will flow, by V'Fhich ma~netic flux 

is screened off .. from the reP."ion. Thus the effective indue-

tance of the net work is reduced, resultinpo in a shift in 

resonance frequency. 

It is noteworthy that thoU"h:all the active coil 

probe experiments discussed so far:utilises the shift in 

either inductance or resistance o~·coil·probe due to plasma 

in one way or other, theoreticaliy.each of them tackled the· 

problem from different an"les lead~ng to some uniqueness of 

each experiment as such. 

Akimov and Konenko ( 1966) stu.died the validity of the 

tvm similar well-known coil pro be methods for measurin.o: 

plasma conductivities and discusEed various possibilities. 

Thou"h they discussed the work of J;.lackman ( 1959) and 

Donskoi et al ( 1962), in parti culaJ;, their remarks are 

also useful to those 'rvho investil!'a.;:ed electrical conductivity 
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meaf'urin . ..,. a shift in resona:nce frequency f or quality 

factor Q of coil inside which plasma is inserted. It may 

be found that in contrast to the p1·ediction of Tanaka and 

Ha..,.i (1964), the test object in the coil can chan~e the 

oscillator frequency for some ran.r•es of conductivities. 

Accordin..,. to ~hosal, Nand:i,.. and Sen (1976) and Hausler (1957), 

the reduction of frequency was due to the capacitive effect 

of the test object on the coil. The presence of a conductin~ 

body in the vicinity of a coil inc1·eases its stray capacity 

and consequently the oscillator frequency decreases. The 

disa~reement in value of plasma conductivity avera~ed over 

the cross sections with that from oalibratin.o:- curves was 

attributed by them to the radial n·:muniformi ty of the plasma 

in the arc. Accordin" to the~, due to the skin effect, this 

measurement ~ives information of t~1e peripherial re.('Pion of 

the pla~ma only where the conductivity is much smaller than 

the average value. But '1hosal, Nandi and Sen (1978) pointed 

out that even if the skin depth is much lar~er than the 

plasma radius, the disagreement is expected to remain since 

coil probe technique gives informal;ion on moments of ·conduc

tivity distribution of different o1~ers. 

Utilisin,.,. either immersive or non-immersive coil 

probes the above mentioned workers as well as Hollister 

(1964), Murine and Bonomo (1964) m•::asured the average 

plasma cond ucti vi ty because the te :\t plasma was radially 

nonuniform. fJ.iarnpi and Talini (196'i', 1969) studied the 

interaction of solenoidal electric field with a radially 
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nonuniform plasma in a very P,"enerallsed way. They deduced 

the impedance of a solenoid of lenJ,.th 1 in terms of the 

electric field E R ma,.neti c field HR and coil para-:-

meters (length 1 and radius R, number of turns n etc.) 

as well as in terms of the applied frequency W , coil 

inductance 't' etc. as 

(1.55) 

K
0 

bein!l" the wave number is generally a complex quantity 

dependin" on the medium characteri;3tics and the probin~ 

frequency. The term S can- be written in a form (J?>- ~o{) 

and si.a-nifies an algebric substraction of the coil impe-

dance due to the presence of conductive m edi urn. However, 

thiR term can be experimentally measured. Actually ~ rep-

reRents the contribution of the medium to the inductance of 

the coil and d.. the resistive cont::-ibution due to energy 

loss in the medium. The dependence of S on the charac

teristics of a radially nonuniform medium was expressed 

solvin" Maxwell's equations in cylindrical coordinates 

system as 

+ ( K'\.. - __!_ :) ::. 0 
R,_ 1'').. 

(1.-56) 

where 
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For uniform medium, the equation for S reduces to 

S = 2 J 1 ( K) /K J 
0 

( K ) ( 1 • 57) 

The~r solved the differential equation ( 1 .56) where they 

assumed the radial profile of the. cond·uctivity as 

(1.58) 

In their .an_alysis they put a low frequency approximation 

i.e. W/-y (( 1 , such th.at dj_splacement current 

term could be ignored and hence the r. f. conductivity 

was replaced by the d. c. cond ucti vi ty 6" ("r-IR) 

With a prior kn?wled"'e of conductivity profile, a measurement 

of ~ or t3 at any frequency proV'ides the value of axial 

conductivity ~0 • It was also inyestinoated that for 

unknown profiles the measurement o1~ rA and 10 could pro

vide information about the plasma conductivity throu~h 

some quantity which are proportional to Cf0 • This o bser-

vation.was however, valid for some ran"e of frequencies. 

In this ran"e the mea8urement of '~ and ·13 for the 

unknown plasma and for a homo'-"eneo)lS medium of conductivity 

,.i ves the same re:3ul t. Hence, with refe-

ren ce to induction or resistive measurement plasma simula-

tes a ·homo.7enous medium and accord:Ln"' to them <r can be 

interpreted as a spa,tial avera"e conductivi·ty. Thus two 

r-;:- j(. r=::- ll'- *' avera"es ~ and v were obtained accordin~ to 
' 

the resistive and inductive meapur,~ments respectively •. 
! 

R. 

~4 s \5 (T) "!'; d1" 
0 . ( 1 • 59 ) 
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(1.60) 

Ciampi and Talini also performed the experiment in a flow 

facility plasma utilisin~ Q - factor measurements and 

employin,.,. calibration curve to find the first avera~e 

conductivity ~· • Later:;on, they ( 1969) extended their 

theory and measurement to incorpo~ate the effect of colli

sion frequency. In this re.t'l'ard 11h:l sal, Nandi and Sen ( 1976, 

1978) pointed out that the expresnion of the two meaning-

ful averan-es and the relevant frequency and conductivity 

ranues could be achieved in a mc.re simpler way. They 

performed the experiment by utili~ing ~he probe coil and 

considerinu the conductinu medium to form a transformer 

where the primary and the single-tu.rn secondary were the 

coil and the medium itself respeci;ively. As they mentioned, 

the loss of r.f. power of the resonant circuit due to the 

presence of plasma column within a. coil was affected by two 

factors, .eddy current loss and capacitative by pass. They 

adopted a composi tive equivalent c:Lrcui t and deduced an 

expression for the effective resis.tive impedance of the coil 

as (ref. fig. 1 .1 ) 

(1.61) 



'
' 

c 

Co T 
·' 

FIG. 1·1. THE EQUIVALENT CIRGUJT 
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where Ro = coil resi r.tance (ohm), C
0 

= value. of the 

tuninP." capacitor (farad); C = st.ray capacitance (farad) 
I . 

~armed ·between the core· and the P:lasma column; R2 = axial 

~lasma resistance (ohm); R1 = azimuthal plasma resistance 

(ohm); w = angular frequency (radian·); L1 == eddy secondary 
' 
~nd uctan ce ( HenrJ); L = coil ind ilCtan ce (Henry), between 

~ and L1 • The last term in eqn ~ (t .61 ) is the reflected 

resistance in the primary due to the eddy current flow

ing through the plasma •. 

For some higher values of C(>nductivi ty (desiP,"nated 
I ) 

hy the glow-arc transition region in fig. (1.2) the second 

and third terms of eqn. (1o61) arn predominant and. (R1 - R) 
. 0 

' 
b:ecomes minim tun. However, in the arc region the reflected 

· r'eP.istance term only is 

linearly until R~ ·and · 

experiment W.,.l..~ <<. ~~ 
field as 

I 

R = R.0 + 

significan.t and the bandwith rises 

'\.-L').. 
W I are comparable. In their 

and the eqn. (1.61) can be simpli-

(1.62) 

Assuming the plasma to be· of uniform cond ucti vi ty !"fho sal, 

Nandi and Sen (1976) put forward an expression for the 

azimuthal conductivity as 

"Ro 
(1.63) 

I 

Wh1ere d.. is the ratio of the radi :>frequency current in 

ab'sence and in presence of the diEcharge, (...J is the 
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angular frequency of the radiofrequency current, .l.. is the 

length of the coil, .M is the avera,n:oe mutual inductance 

' formed between the coil and the plasma and R
0 

is the radio-

frequency resistance of the coil. In their next paper (1978) 

they pointed out that an arc cannot. be ... regarded as a medium 

o~ uniform charge density' or conduc:tivity. In their inves

t:(gation they started with some "enerali sed radial cond uc-
I 

.tivity distribution and measured experimentally a quantity 

which is a function of the assumed conductivity distri

bution. 

With an assumption of an annular cylinder defined by 

the radij_ r and r + dr and len&.:th 1 where 1 is the 

length of the coil, the reflected i,mpedance for this annu

la·r c~rlindri cal plasma under the a hove condition has been 

sh'own by .,_ 'l- I (...,::) M ("(')) R(-c>) where R(r) is the 

az;i.muthal resistance of the annular cylinder and M(r) is 

the mutual inductance between the C(>il and the annuJ.ar 

cy].inder of the plasma and w is t.he angular frequency of 

~he applied radio frequency field. "rhey also provided an 

expression for the reflected impedRnce of the annular cylin

der of the plasma as 

where ~~ iA the 

at:a distance r from 
l 

c..v'·~.- t M 'l-("'t' ) G"" C "t') d "'f' 

~Ti~ 

azimuthal co nil ucti vi ty of 

the axis. Since the total 

the plasma 

impedance 

is: the sum of the contributions of all the elementary annu-

' lar cylinders imagined within the plasma column, the total 

' 
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effective impedance become$ 

(1.64) 

wh;ere R
0 

is the radiofrequency .resistance, R is the tube 

r~dius of the arc tube. Here M(r) can be written as M(r) = 
K~2 where K is a constant which depends on the number of 

t~rns of the primary coil. Accordin,~ly the above eqn. ( 1 .64). 

can be simplified as 

~- 1 = 
(1.65) 

Further R 

J S("fl) "'fl oh:~ = I 
.< n ~ 

0 (1.66) 

where I is the arc current and E is the axial volta"'e 

drop per unit length. From eqn. ( 1 .6 5) and ( 1 .66) it follows 

that 
R 
5 ~3 o('l'l) df do.-\ E 
0 Ro --f< 

Jrr 5" ("ff J d "'(I 
j')..K'l-1 l ( 1 .67) 

0 

where . I f is the frequency of the radiofrequency current. 
I 

They assumed to be of the approximate form 

6(-v>) _ 0. [ 1 _ c~Yr 
( 1 .68) 
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where n is constant. From eqn. (1.67) and (1.68).it has 

been shoMJ. that 

where a = E. 

1 

R'l. - 2 
{1o69) 

And from eqn. ( 1 .66) and ( 1 .68) th'3 expression for axial 

conductivity has been written as 

6;; -
( 1 • 70) 

'1-hosal, Nandi and Sen also obtained the same result as 

r;iven by Ciampi and Talini. It iB 

basis of average conductivity model 

noteworthy that on the 

[stokes (1965, 1969 8 
the nature of conductivity prqfile could not be obtained 

from the Q factor mea8urement alone_. As for example, for 

p_rofiles of the type treated by Ciampi and, Talini, the 

difference between the azimuthal average and the axial con

ductivity can be as much as a factc•r of 5 and if the profile 

constants m and n are allowed to be varied indefinitely 

the aforesaid factor may be extreme:ly large • Further the 

choice of the profile demands that the plasma fills the 

available volume; this may be valid for an ordinary dischar"e 

plasma but det,:ri:mental for other r:i tuations such as flow 

facility plasma, plasma jets, metal arcs etc. In these cases 

the errors may be very much larg~r since the plasms conduq

ti vi ty may vanish at some distance away from the confining 
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wall. Moskvin and Chesnokova (1965) carried on a temperature 

m~asurement on an argon. plasma jet where they found a peak 

. cond ucti vi ty of roW"hly 3000 mho/m)) fallinl'l' approximateljr 

to zer~ at a radius 33 mm. Stokes (1969) theoretically 

·calculated the· azimuthal average that ·should· be measured 
I 

fbr the Moskvin-Chesnokova plasma stream assumed to be 

exhaustin.g alon" a 2 em diameter -tube. This is given to 
I 

approximately 1~0 mho/m. Thus it is found that the axial 

conductivity is 30 times larger than the apparent avera"e• 
I 

-1-hosal, Nar{di and Sen (1978) estimated the azimuthal avera,o:e 
-

i ()ct> ' volume average ovot and the axial conductivity 

~0 ot a mercury arc and showed tliat axial conductivi.ty 

c~n be 16 times 'the azimuthal aver~~ge value. However, the 

short coming of the measurement has been supplemented with 

additional information using an approach by ~hosal, Nandi 

and Sen ( 1978) and Gold en burg et aJ. ( 196 4). 

Mikoshina and Smy_(1969) on the other hand unfolded a 

newer approach of measuring plasma:conduotivity capitali

shing the dependence of the mutual :inductance of two coils, 

upon the conductivity of the mediunt lying between them. Out 

of:· many advantages of the method. i ij is significant that it 

can be used over a continuous and 1;elatively wide range 

of, frequencies with which a very wj.,d e range of cond ucti vi ty 

~~n be measured (upto 10 6 mhos/m). 
1
In fact, this is the 

outcome of the inherent 'sensitivit~ of their experimental 
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apparatus which was not furnished with other electronic. 

accessories. In the former type of single coil measurements 

the reflected impedance of the oscillator coil wa·.s very 

~mall and sensitivity was ~enerally obtained by utilis-

ini mixing techniques or 'Q' spoilin~. methods. But in the 

above two coil method by Mikoshiba: arid Smy (1969) one coil 

acts as a transmitter whereas the ::>ther as a receiver. The 
I 

signal induced by the receiving co:il is much less than that 

applied to ·the transmi ttinpo coil since the relative reac

~ion of the induced currents on tha receiving coil is much 

m;ore stron~ and a straight forward measurement of signal 

attenuation is enough to measure C•)nductivity of interest. 

Basu and Mai ti ( 1973) invest:iga ted hot cathode low

P;:r:essure d. c. discharge plasma where the electron· atom 

c.ollision frequency is comparable to the 'probe frequency. 

It is obvious in this case that tne conductor approximation 
I 

ils no longer applicable and the pl:3.sma i.s characterised by 
I 

a, complex conductivity 6':-p-t-l.G"i..: • As discussed ear-

l:ier Tanaka and. Hagi. ( 1969) fo cuss·3d their attention to 

t~e problem 6f coil probe conducti?ity measurements on 

pf_asma which revealed impedance characteristics at workinP' 

frequencies; but their intention 'was to achieve the d.c. 

conductivity when the imatrinary pa:c-t of the conductivity 

is a non-z·ero quantity. However, Basu and Maiti (1973) 

m~afmred both the real and imagina:C"y part of the plasma 
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conductivity by meaRuring the resistive and inductive 

parts of the reflected impedance of the coil probe. 

After Heald and 1Tharton (1965) the complex con-

d ucti vi ty of plasma can be related by a expression as 

(1o71) 

where IJ is the electron velocity, is the 

equilibrium distribution function, w is the an,.,.ulA.r 

frequency of the applied radiofrequency field Y (u) · 

is the electron.· atom collision frequency of momentum 

transfero 
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Scope and Object of the Present work:-

In the proposed scheme of wc!rk entitled "Investigation 

on the Electrical and Optical Properties of Arc Plasma'~ both \ 

immersi ve and non-immersive diagnostic technique's have been 

adopted. In this laboratorv under the scheme of non-immersive 
I , U 

diagnostic techniques in plasma the re.searchers have so far 

used·the following methods: 
I 

i) Spectroscopic methods, with and wi.thout magnetic, 
I 

fields either axial or transverse · 

:li) R.F. coil and capacitor probe methods. 

fii) Sonic probe methods, with and ·without electro@lagnetic 

pick up •. 

iv) Radiofrequency probe'(where.it acts as a secondary 

source) 

v) Microwave probe 

,. 

And under the immersive diagnostic techniques the 

following methods have been adopted:-

~i) Single probe 

~ii) Double probe 

~iii) Moving prob~ 

· ix) Probes of different construc,tional geometry and diffe

rent mode of insertion. 

The present work concerns diagnostics using the 

methods stated in i, ii, iv, vi, and ix. 
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Though a vast amount of li t~~rature has grown aroillld 

;both the theoretical as well as eXJ>erimental work carried 

~ut on the elucidiation of the arc plasma properties, the 

.basic physical mechanism regardi.ng the occurance of arc 
! 

:plasma and the transition from glow dfscharge to ·arc region, 
I 

:the nature of physical processes i:n arc plasma. (viz. the 
l 

;conduction of heat and electricity, ~igh frequency genera-

;tion, propagation of different waves etc.) and a gene~alised 
: 

.theory regarding manifold spectroscopic observations has not 

yet been firmly established. As,discussed in the review 
• 

:article, the diagnostic techniques are not free from short

:comings in one way or the other (either due to strong per-

' :turbing effect or insensibility) in the measurement of 

plasma parameters. However with a view to provide more basic 

data for an arc plasma the present measurements have been 

made by a variety of diagnof1tic t(~chniques, mode of obser-

:va tion and source of plasmas. 

It has been established from theoretical analysis 

:and also supported by experim en taJ~ data that properties of 

a plasma of any kind change in presence of a magnetic field 

and the change in the properties ~ s reflected in the change 

:in values of plasma parameters. To a great extent characte

.ri sti cs of magnetoplasma have bee11. reviewed by many authors 

:(Francis (1956), von..-Engel (1965)~ Chen (1974) and Franklin 

1 (1976)). 

In order to develop a generalised theory of the pro-

:ceAses occuring in an arc plasma Jt is essential to have a 
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detailed knowledge regarding the pt)pulation of all bound 

electronic states, the transitional energies of electron 

and various atomic species, free e.J.ectron densities, radial 

electron density distribution, ~verage axial conductivity, 

diffusion of plasma particles and various loss m~chanismso 

It is also desirable to study the behaviour of plasma in a 

magnetic field. with this context the present work attempts 

to investigate the properties of arc plasma in presence and 

in absence of magnetic field and to extend the theoretical 

and experimental investigations in the field with both 

immersive and non-immersive probe diagnostics. It is pro-

posed to take up the investigation along the following 

lines: 

(i) Dependence of the intensity ~f mercury triplet 

lines on discharge current a:nd transverse magnetic 

field in an arc plasma 

The spectral enhancemE,.nt in the intensities of 

sharp series of triplet lines of m.ercury (73s
1

- 63P012 ) 

corresponding to A 4047 .R, 4358 j & 5461 i with arc 

current as well as with transversE! magnetic field with a 
I 

view to understand the process of population and depopula-

tion in different atomic states, and the role of self

absorption has been undertaken. Iri the earlier investiga

tion by Sen and Sadhya (1986) regarding the variation of 

intensity of the mercury triplet ~;ines in presence of 
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lonc;i tudinR.l mR.gnetic field it v..raR obRerved that the effect 

0f magnetic field was different as regards the variation of 

intensity and occurance of maxima :Ln these lines •. These 

variations were explained by considering the reabsorption of 

the emission lines. It is evident that the intensity of the 

spectral lines will be dependent o~ change of pressure, dis-

charge current as well as on the al.ignment of magnetic field. 

In this secti0n it is proposed, therefore to study the effect 

of arc current, the alignment of m~:.,gnetic field and the 

posRible role of selfabsorption on the intensities of sharp 

series of triplet mercury lines • 

. ( ii) Persistence of afterglow maintained by a radiofrequency 

field in a mercury arc. 

The afterglow pro cess. in a decaying plasma and 
I 

the measurement of coeffimient of recombination has been 

studied in detail. The study provi~es information regarding 

the various processes of electron loss,dissociative and 

radiative recombination and their relative importance in a 

decaying plasma. 

However, afterglow in low pressure mercury arc vapour 

which remains visible for many seconds (T)(which is defined 

as the persistence time) can be generated by imposing a radio-

frequency field to the decaying 4iecharge. It is proposed to 

measure the time of persistence fo~ different arc currents 

and also for different times of exr:i tation of the arc. As it 

is also knovm that diffusian is one of the main causes for 
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' the loss of charged particles and ·2Ls diffusion loss is depen-, 

dent upon the applied magnetic fie.1.d it is proposed to.inves

tigate the effect of a magnetic fiHld on such a decaying plasma.·. 

H;opefully a systematic study of how the time of persistence 

: varies with experimental paramet~rs ·would ·permit of the 

e.valuation of the various loss me.::hani·sms. This is unfortu-

nately hindered by an apparently uY.,avoidable dependence of 

the magr{itude of r.f. field on the•intensity (probably mainly 

the electron content) of the decaying plasma itself. It is 
l 

: : : proposed that the con tin uan ce o :·:· afterglow may be due to 

additional ionization produced by the radiofrequency field 

and so in the present case the process of ionization and 

r'ecombination can be studied in gr~ater detail. 

(iii) Voltage, current and power relation in an arc plasma 

in a variable axial magnetic field~ 

Current and voltage charactf~ristics of glow discharge 

i~ ·longitudinal magnetic field has ·been studied by Sen and 
I 

Jlfna ( 1977). Considering. the radial distribution of particles 
I 

as Bessalian it has been possible 1;o explain the results 

quantitatively. The results also sliow.that the Bessalian 

d~stribution holds in presence of rriagnetic field also. Elect

rqn temperature and its·variation fn an axial magnetic field 

has been investigated by Sadhya and· Sen ( 1980) by a .spect

roscopic method. A distribution f1in.ction for the radial 

electron density has been deduced b'.v them. The results obtai

ned by flen and Das ( 197'3) indi ca.te :that the theoretical 

(~eckman, 1948, Sen and Das, 1971) deduction regarding the 
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variation of electron density .and electron temperature in a 

transverRe magnetic field in case of glow discharge is valid 

in case of arc plasma also. The object of this ex~eriment is 

to investigate whether the same model is valid in case of . 
arc plasma when subjected to an axial· ·magnetic field, and 

td find out whether the properties· as well as the plasma para

meters in an arc plasma are dependent upon the alignment of 

the magnetic field with respect to direction of flow of arc 

current. Hence it is .prqposed to investigate in the present 

study the variation of voltage, current,·and power relation 

in a mercury arc plasma in an axia1 magnetic field and to 

provide a theoretical analysi8 of the observed experimental 

results. 

(iv) Voltage current characteristics of low current 

arcs in air with metal electrodeso 

A considerable amount of information has been 

co]_lected on measured ·arc characteristics with numerous 

at:tempts to establish empirical re1.ations of the form 

, Va = f (I) where V a is the pt:- ten tial drop aero ss the 

ar:c and f(I) is a fun'ction of the.arc current. An analysis 

of these empirical relations so fa:r can not however provide 

th~ values of the parameters of the arc plasma such ~s an6de 

and cathode fall, contact potential. and other allied pro

pe!r-ties. The object of this work i~:: to study the voltage 

current characteristics in arc plaf::ma produced under atmos

pheric pressure and to determine the above parameters of the 

plasma after a systematic analysiR :of the results. 
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Cond ucti vi ty and power rela t:L on in an arc plasma 

in transverse magnetic field 

The effect of a variable transverAe magnetic 

fi;eld on the voltage current characteristics and pawer rela

ti:on in- an arc plasma (arc current upto .. 2 amp) has_ been 

ea.rlier investigated by Sen and Das · ( 197'3) and a detailed 

mathematical deduction has been provided to explain the 

observed results. The object of the work is to extend the 

investigation to higher arc currents than that investigated 

by' them and to study. the in teractim'-'- of strong magnetic 

~i~ld with arc parameters. 

Measuremept of plasma paramei;ers in an ar·c by 

probe method 

In this laboratory for the last few years Sen 

and some of his research fellows have taken up the syste-
' 

matic investigation of the properties of arc plasma in 

order to develop -a generalised theoJ~y as to the occurance 

of:. arc· plasma and bringing out the nalient changes when 

th:e transition of glow discharge to arc plasma takes place. 

-In: fact, a large collection of data_ regarding plasma para

meters and their variation in a per~urbing field is nece

psary to develop the theorjr for the o ccurance of arc plasma·._ 

Therefore, it is worthwhile to study whether the La.ngmuir 

sihgle probe method can be utilised for measure'ment of arc 

pl~sma"parameters. This will also g:-~ve the validity of 
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Langmuir probe theory for the glow discharge to the arc 

plasma region. There is also anoth~r important mechanism 

by which charged particles are lost from a plasma. One of 

the basic factors iR the loss by the ambipolar diffusion 

process. Hence it is proposed to SE!t up an experiment to 

measure the resultant diffusion vol.tage in an arc. It is . . 

well known that the process of diffusion is basically connec

ted with the radial distribution flmction of charged particles 

and an expression for the radial distribution function of the 

electrons in an arc plasma has beer; provided by Ghosal, Nandi 

and Sen (1978) (and by the present author for wider range of 

arc currents and different· tube rat:.ii). This experiment can 

also indicate the validity of distJ·ibution function as pro

posed by Gho sal, Nandi and Ren. ThJ. s· experiment may however 

be extended in presence of differe:(tt buffer gases at diffe-

rent pressures and with different tube radii. 

(vii) Dependence of radial diRtribution function for the 

azimuthal conductivity of ru1 arc plasma on tube radius 

By combining the. results of bulk conductivity mea

surements from ordinary probe technique -- which provides 

axial average, and the r.f. coil p:c-obe- which provides 

azimuthal (radial) ave.rage, Ghosal.l Nandi and Sen ( 1978) 

have been able to obtain informatiDn that gives knowledge 

regarding the structural behaviour of the electrical con

ductivity oi the electron concentr~tion of a radial arc 
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profile. They have also pointed out that the Bessalian 

distribution function does not hold in low pressure arc 

plasma. The object pf the present work is to find the 

dependence of the proposed distribution function on 
.... 

tube radius. This work may be carried out·~t different 

pressures and also by a~plying transverse and axial 

magnetic field to the plasma to ~ee how these two 

factors affect the diFltri bution ::·lL11.ction proposed by 

Ghosal, Nandi and Sen (1978). 
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